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   Join the Club. 
   It’s Easy… and
   Rewarding
This Club Kayak® Katalogue is one of many benefits of membership.  
If you’re not already a Club Kayak® member, simply sign up at  
kayakpools.com or call 1-800-52-ORDER right now. A current email 
address must be provided. Then you can enjoy:

Members-Only Specials, Offers,  
Bonuses and Discounts

•  Purchase points that convert to Katalogue Cash and  
save you more money.

•  10% off any toy or game from this Katalogue.
•  Advance notice on close-out merchandise.
•  Sneak previews of the latest Kayak® pool enhancements.
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Kayak Pools® Deluxe 
Spring Opening Kit
Up to 13,000 gallons

Includes 2 lbs. PH Increase 
2 lbs. Cal Hypo (shock), 
and 2 lbs. Stabilizer

CB102500A Deluxe Opening Kit NOW          $25.99

Kayak Pools® Premier Spring Opening Kit
Up to 25,000 gallons

Includes 4 lbs. PH Increase, 4 lbs. Cal Hypo (shock), and 4 lbs. Stabilizer   
 

CB102550A Premium Spring Kit NOW          $39.99

Stow Away 
Cover Cleaner and Deodorizer
Before you put away that winter or solar cover, be sure to use our Cover Cleaner 
and Deodorizer. (Quart) Bonus: Purchase a Spring Opening Kit and save $2.00!
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B-CHEM-23650BIO      Cover Cleaner & Deodorizer $14.99
with Spring Opening or Winter Closing Kit purchase Only $12.99
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Easy to Use
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other start up kits. Easy to use, just drop in the 
skimmer. It quickly improves water quality and ap-
pearance and is all natural and has a hypoallergenic 
formula. One pill treats up to 30,000 gallons.
     

  NOW 
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Frog Bam®

FROG BAM® is a 90-day algae 
preventative, that when 
distributed into the pool 
through the POOL FROG® 
Cycler, guarantees your 
pool won’t experience 
any algae hassles for 90 
days!

                               
CF01105060    
FROG BAM®

NOW $25.95 ea. 

Instant 
Frog® 
Offers fresh 
mineral water 
without instal-
lation. Simply 
drop in skim-
mer basket. For 
in ground pools up to 25,000 gallons. 
Lasts 6 months.

CF01184406 NOW $89.95 ea.

Filter Frog®

Fresh Mineral Water for hot 
tubs. Fits inside your filter 
cartridge. Lasts 4 months.

CF01143724
SPA FROG® Filter

NOW $37.95 ea.

Frog® Test Strips 
Only FROG® Test Strips show the ideal 
chlorine or bromine range for Fresh 
Mineral Water pools 
and hot tubs. Pacs 
and cartridges last 
up to 50% longer 
when maintaining 
the right levels.

CF01-14-3318
Frog® Test Strips  
NOW $11.95 ea. 

Frog System
Pool Frog® 
Cycler
The POOL FROG® Cycler 
serves as a “water treat-
ment center” and controls 
the flow of water. Includes 
cycler, mineral reservoir, 
(1) Bac Pac, fittings.

CF01015481 
Complete FROG® System  NOW $395.98 ea.

Pool Frog® Mineral 
Reservoir
Creates fresh mineral 
water that’s cleaner, 
clearer, softer and 
easier, reducing chlo-
rine use up to 50%*. 
Simply replace every 
6 months and enjoy 
a fresh mineral water 
pool.

                        
CF01125462 
FROG® Mineral Reservoir #5400
Used on most Kayak and inground pools. 
Retail $133.95  
NOW $109.95
                                            

CF01126112    
FROG® Mineral Reservoir #6100
Used on most round pools

Retail    $104.95       NOW $89.95

Pool Frog®  
Bac Pac
The POOL FROG® Bac Pacs 
are placed inside the POOL 
FROG® Mineral Reservoir pro-
viding a low level of chlorine 
for 2-3 weeks.

CF01035880 
FROG® Bac Pac Case  
(12-2.2 lb each) 

 NOW     $227.40
 
Only need a couple of Bac Pacs? 
Buy 2 Individual Bac Pacs 2/$37.90

Spa Frog® Floating 
System
The SPA FROG® 
Floating System 
transforms
your hot tub into 
a Fresh Mineral 
Water system that’s 
cleaner, clearer, 
softer and easier water with pre-
filled bromine
cartridges that last 2-4 weeks and mineral cartridges 
that last 4 months. All you do is relax!

CF01-14-3882  $42.95 ea.
SPA FROG® Floating System 

CF01-14-3812  $31.49 ea.
SPA FROG® Mineral Cartridge 

CF01-14-3824  $9.75 ea.
SPA FROG® Bromine Cartridge 

NOW

* Compared to the minimum EPA recommended chlorine level of 1.0 ppm for a stabilized swimming pool and to the minimum ANSI recommended bromine or 
chlorine level of 2.0 ppm in a spa.

ONLINE
REBATEAVAILABLE!Call for details.
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Chemicals 
Pool Stabilizer Saves  
on Chlorine
Minimizes chlorine loss that is due to sunlight’s 
ultraviolet rays. Extends chlorine’s active life. 99% 
dry, granular cyanuric acid. (3 lbs.)

   

CB235300 Pool Stabilizer NOW $12.99

Fast-Acting Tile &  
Vinyl Cleaner
Effectively removes oil, grime and scale deposits from 
the surfaces. Fast-acting, extra strength formula is 
safe for all pool surfaces. Convenient and easy to use 
liquid. (1 Quart) 

CB235410   Tile & Vinyl Cleaner   NOW    $6.99

pH Plus
Raises damaging, low pH to acceptable levels. 
Sodium carbonate, granular soda ash. Effective and 
economical. 

   NOW

CB2354005 6 lbs. pH Plus  $9.99
CB2354012 10 lbs. pH Plus  $14.95

pH Minus
Dry acid. Lowers high pH to acceptable levels. Granu-
lar sodium bisulfate. More convenient and safer to 
use and store than liquid acid.

   NOW

CB2354003 3 lbs. pH Minus    $6.99
CB2354007 6 lbs. pH Minus   $9.99

Alkalinity Plus
Increases total alkalinity to acceptable levels. Helpful 
for stabilizing and maintaining correct pH levels. 
Convenient, dry powder.

   NOW

CB235450 4 lbs. Alkalinity Plus  $7.99
CB235475 10 lbs. Alkalinity Plus  $15.99

Metal Out Prevents  
Scaling, Staining
Chelating Agent. Removes and/or ties up calcium, iron, 
copper and manganese in pool water and prevents 
scaling and staining of pool surfaces by these dissolved 
substances and heavy metals. Also effective in remov-
ing newly formed and some existing stains from pool 
surfaces. Does not affect pH. (Quart)

   NOW

CB235652 Metal Out  $10.95

Super Chlorinator
Granular calcium hypochlorite. 65% available 
chlorine. Rapid low-cost source of chlorine. Ideal for 
superchlorination. RECOMMENDED DOSE: 10 oz. for 
9,000 gals. (1 lb.) 

CB235220 Super Chlorinator NOW  $3.99

Algaecide 50 
Treats, prevents algae growth. Concentrated 50% quater-
nary algaecide. For use as a treatment of existing algae 
growths and as a preventative maintenance algaecide for 
larger volume pools. (1 Quart) 

   NOW

CB23550 Algaecide 50  $13.99

Algaecide 60 
Treats stubborn, resistant algae. Maximum 60% poly-
mer algaecide. Non-foaming, non-metallic. Effective 
at all pH levels. For use on the most stubborn and 
resistant strains of algae. (1 Quart)

   NOW

CB235560 Algaecide 60  $19.99

Slow Chlorine Tablets
Concentrated 3” slow dissolving, 5 1/3 ounce, trichlor 
tablets. 89% available chlorine. 99% Trichloro-s-tri-
azinetrione. Use 1 tablet per week, per 5,000 gallons. 
100% soluble.

   NOW

CB235325* 25 lbs. Slow Tabs  $94.95

CB235350* 40 lbs. Slow Tabs  $139.95

*Additional handling applies—see page 42

Quick Chlorine Tablets
Quick dissolving, highly concentrated, 2” trichlor tablets. 
59% available chlorine in each 2 oz. tablet. Use 1 tablet 
per 8,000 gallons daily. 66% Available trichloro-s-
triazinetrione.

CB235125* 25 lbs. Quick Tabs  $94.95
CB235150* 40 lbs. Quick Tabs  $139.95
*Additional handling applies—see page 42

Green to Clean® 
Green to Clean is specifically designed to work with all 
types of chlorine in addition to salt generators. Fast 
clean-up of green, mustard, brown and pink algae and 
no brushing is required. Simply add to your pool prior to 
the shock treatment Together, you’ll see results in just 24 
hours. 
2 lbs. per 13,000 gallons. 

B-CHEM-

GREEN 

Green to Clean® 

2# 

NOW     $19.99

SAVE $6.00—
Buy 2 or more at 
$16.99 ea.

Chlorine Dispensers

Holds up to 3" tablets.  Adjusts for level of chemi-
cals to be dispersed. 

  NOW

ACS-PM32140      Duck Dispenser $12.99 

ACS-PM32144      Fish Dispenser $12.99

Super Klear 
4-in-1 Pool Water Clarifier
Coagulates tiny particles and oily liquids for easier 
removal by the filter. Removes metal deposits; cleans 
scum and oils at water line; improves filter operation by 
allowing filter to hold these particles without clogging.

   NOW

CB235595 Super Klear   $10.95
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Chemicals/Cartridge Cleaners

Sand Aid 
Improves filter efficiency by removing minerals and oils. Precoats  
sand beds. Safe for all filter systems. (3 lbs.)

CB235103 Sand Aid  NOW $18.99

Master Blaster Cleaning Wand

This powerful cleaning wand blasts away dirt from both the inside and outside 
of swimming pool cartridges. Can also be used on clogged pipes, algae removal, 
leaves and debris in gutters and various other applications. Simply attach your 

garden hose and start cleaning.  

ACS-AGMBC75 Master Blaster     NOW      $14.99

Save $5 with any cartridge purchase       NOW      $11.99

Cartridge Cleaner
This quick spray, easy to use cartridge cleaner cleans dirty filters 
fast! Simply hose down cartridge then use this spray and rinse. 
For extremely dirty cartridges, it can also be used as a soak. 
Dilute in 10 gallons of water in a large container and soak 
overnight for a “like new” clean.

CHEM-BDCART32 
Quick Spray Cartridge Cleaner     NOW     $19.95

SAVE $4.00—Buy 2 or more at $17.95 ea 

1—HORIZONTAL 2—CONVERGED 3—VERTICAL

Nature2 Technology 
Replacement Cartridges
Each cartridge lasts one season or four-six  
continuous months in year round climates. 

CZ21030R A30 Replacement Cartridge $119.95
CZW28175 Express Replacement Cartridge $119.95

Power Pic
Power clean your filter from the inside out! Saves time, energy and 

water.   NOW

ACS-MFF002  Power Pic  $24.95
Save $5 with any cartridge filter purchase  $19.95

NEW
Low Price!

Quick Wash
Clean your sand filter system with this new quick wash. Regular  
use promotes better filtration and reduces maintenance costs.

  NOW

CB2350 Quick Wash—Sand Filter Cleaner   $13.99

Filter Flosser 

The Filter Flosser is sturdy, corrosion resistant and made 
of 100% aluminum. Jet streams of air and water agita-
tion blast away dirt and debris that hide in the filter 
cartridges deep pleats. Cleans 50% faster and uses 50% 
less water, reducing the environmental impact.  
     NOW 

ACS-MFF001 Filter Flosser      $26.99
Save $5 with any cartridge filter purchase   $21.99

Kayak Pools® Deluxe Spring Opening Kit
Up to 13,000 gallons
Includes 2 lbs. PH Increase 2 lbs. Cal Hypo (shock),  and 2 lbs. Stabilizer

CB102500A      Deluxe Opening Kit                 NOW $25.99

Kayak Pools® Premier Spring 
Opening Kit
Up to 25,000 gallons

Includes 4 lbs. PH Increase, 4 lbs. Cal Hypo (shock), and 4 lbs. 
Stabilizer   

   NOW

CB102550A    Premium Spring Kit        $39.99

Filter Flush
Acid action dissolves scale while powerful detergent melts scum. Effectively 
removes scale and rust deposits that accumulate on filters. Regular use promotes 
better filtration, lengthens filter cycles and reduces maintenance costs. Cleaner, 
clearer water. Safe for sand, d.e. or cartridge filter systems. (Quart) 

CB235311 Cleaner & Descaler NOW $12.99

SAVE $4.00—Buy 2 or more at $10.99 ea.

Cartridge Degreaser 
Dissolves oils, grease and grime from filter cartridges. Easy to use. Spray on, 
agitate with a brush and wash away. The formulation is safe to use on all filter 
elements. (Quart) 

CB235309 Degreaser  NOW $13.99

SAVE $4.00—Buy 2 or more at $11.99 ea.
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Chemicals and Test Kits/Strips
Scuba™

The Scuba is a rugged, electronic, state of the art pool 
tester. A sample of the water is examined and the re-
sults are shown in the high-precision digital display. Its 
housing is designed to be easy to hold, (even with wet 
hands!) and is, of course, waterproof. It even floats! 
The Scuba tests for free and total chlorine, pH and total 
alkalinity. Specially formulated quick-dissolving reagent 
tablets have a 5 year shelf life and weighs only 3.5 
ounces. Easy to use, highly accurate and even comes 
with its own battery! 2 year warranty

  Retail  NOW
ACS-OLP216020 Scuba™ $129.99 $89.95

ACS-OLP525560    $9.99
Replacement Reagents  (10 of each test)

Deluxe Dual Test Kit

Deluxe two vial design with test block, Color Keyed 
Indicator Solutions, instructions and storage case for 
testing Chlorine and pH Alkalinity.

CHEM-S8420
Dual Test Kit $4.95

CHEM-S8450 
OTO & Phenol Red $2.49 

AquaChek Test Strips

Test Your Pool the Easy Way! 
Original 3-way Dip & Check 
Strips. Conduct three impor-
tant tests on just one strip; 
free chlorine, total alkalinity 
and pH. Takes a minute and 
the results are more foolproof 
than liquid testing. Step-by-
step instructions. 50 fresh 
strips.

CB997100 
AquaChek Yellow 
(Chlorine)  
NOW $7.99 

AquaChek Select Tests More

The Optimum test strip for 
the pool owner. Each strip 
tests: free chlorine, total 
chlorine, total alkalinity, pH 
and total hardness. Comes 
complete with illustrated 
instruction booklet and 
reusable plastic comparator. 
Includes detailed recom-
mendations for correcting 
imbalances. 50 fresh strips 
for 250 tests. 
  NOW

CB997064 
AquaChek Select Test Kit  $18.99

CB997065 
Refills Only (50)  $11.99

AquaChek® White Salt  
Test Strips

Will measure the effectiveness 
of your salt generator with pre-
cision and ease through the use 
of capillary action. 10 count.

CHEM-561140

 
AquaChek® White Salt Test 
Strips

NOW $9.99

Purely Simple/Simplicity
Once-a-Week Easy Maintenance
The basic system consists of two parts: Tabs to keep 
water clean and algae free, and Clear to keep it spar-
kling. We’ve even included test strips, for sanitizer 
and pH testing, so you truly have everything you need 
to take care of your pool.

ONCE A WEEK—THAT’S IT! After you prepare your 
pool with a once-a-year treatment of activator, you 
only need the two-part Purely Simple/Simplicity for 
maintenance from then on.

  
  WAS NOW
CHEM-774258 
Sm. Pool Care Kit  $74.99    $64.99

CHEM-774259 
Lg. Pool Care Kit  $144.95   $124.95

Required once a week. 
Lasts a 10,000 gal. pool about 20 weeks

CHEM-73820P09 
20 lb. Lg. Activator Plus $68.99   $59.99

CHEM-73885P09 
5 lb. Sm. Activator Plus $19.99   $14.99

MN2001 Dychlor Shock                    $4.99

Recommended when opening your pool in con-
junction with the Purely Simple/Simplicity

CHEM-774274  
1 lb. Purely Simple Multi-Clear (Shock)     $7.49   $6.49

CHEM-722H34809 
3” Purely Simple Tabs 8lb. $44.95   $37.95

*All tabs are now 3”

NEW 
LOW

PRICE!
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Salt Generator Products

Salt Generators
Easy and Effective

Chlorine is the easiest, most effective way to keep your pool sanitized and the 
easiest and safest way is to generate your own chlorine at a constant low level. 
We’ve chosen AutoPilot salt generators because they have been the technological 
leader in the chlorine generation process for swimming pools since 1976. With 
over 200,000 satisfied AutoPilot owners worldwide, they set the standard for 
dependability, features, performance and have a unit to fit every need and budget.

With an AutoPilot you will no longer experience the discomfort and inconvenience 
of harsh chemical reaction like red eyes, green hair, itchy skin or faded swimwear. 
AutoPilot automatically delivers a constant low level of pH balanced chlorine to 
sanitize your water while making it soft and silky to the touch. The salt is poured 
directly into your pool water and dissolves quickly during circulation.

Because AutoPilot generates and delivers chlorine to your pool automatically, 
there are no more worries about buying, transporting and storing chlorine. And 
because a constant low chlorine level does not cause the wide fluctuations of 
over and under chlorination, you drastically reduce the need to monitor, purchase 
and add other balancing and maintenance chemicals. Salt is natural, economical 
and available everywhere. It is environmentally friendly and the best part is that 
the salt is at a much lower level than is found naturally in the body and even in 
contact lens solution, so there is no “salty” taste to the water.

For Kayak Pools®, the in-line unit is easy to install. It must be grounded and 
bonded to the pool equipment. It is plumbed into your pool’s circulation system 
and generates chlorine while the pool pump is running. A sacrificial anode should 
be installed to protect the metal structure of your pool. Please refer to the Owner’s 
Manual for installation and operating instructions.

Perfect size for all Kayak 
Pools®!
The Nano purifies pools up to 20,000 gallons and  
is a simple installation for any new or existing pool  
with only 2 unions for easy cell access. 36-month  
cell warranty. Requires a 110 plug in outlet.

                                    Retail       NOW
FAP-DN1                  $1021.84  $757.00

CHEM-SSK                 Retail        NOW
Nano/Anode Kit           $1079.99  $795.00

FAP-STK0048 
Union for Cell Replacement   $25.70

Salt Protect
Environmentally Friendly, Salt Protect 
removes and prevents stain and scale. 
Controls metal, including iron, rust 
and corrosion problems while stabiliz-
ing pH and will not add phosphates 
to the water. One quart treats 20,000 
gallons.
 NOW
CHEM-BDSALT32 Salt Protect  $21.99

Sacrificial Anode
A sacrificial metal anode is used to protect critical 
metal components in a salt system swimming pool. 
Simply plumb this anode kit into your existing piping 
and attach ground wire to a metal object. Make sure 
that your pump and motor are grounded properly as 
well. This anode will inhibit corrosion as it is electrolyti-
cally decomposed while the metal object remains free of 
damage. Improper salt levels as well as other improper 
chemical levels may corrode the structure of your pool.  
Protect your investment. Install an anode today!
FPT104D  NOW
Sacrificial Anode               $99.95
FPTP/104R-KIT NOW
Replacement Zinc Kit $52.00

Protect your investment! 
Proper monitoring of salt concentration levels is critical in controlling metal 
corrosion. Salt levels should never exceed the maximum concentration 
recommended by the manufacturer. In addition, all metal components must be 
bonded according to accepted installation practices. 
Always install a sacrificial anode when using a salt generator

*Replacement cells are available. Call for pricing.
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Solar Blankets/Solar Heaters 

Supreme Solar Cover
5 Year Ltd. Warranty
Order# Swim Area Retail NOW
CC569025 12’ x 20’ $103.37 $58.99 $48.99
CC569026 12’ x 24’ $121.87 $69.99 $59.99
CC569027* 16’ x 24’ $156.01 $93.99 $83.99
CC569028* 16’ x 32’ $212.71 $126.99 $116.99

*15.00 Special Additional Handling Applies.

Deluxe Solar Cover 
3 Year Ltd. Warranty
Order# Swim Area Retail NOW
CC569035 12’ x 20’ $60.97 $45.99 $40.99
CC569036 12’ x 24’ $72.99 $54.99 $49.99
CC569037 16’ x 24’ $94.83 $72.99 $67.99
CC569038* 16’ x 32’ $122.75 $97.99 $92.99

*15.00 Special Additional Handling Applies.

Solar Roller Winter Cover

Protect your solar cover from harmful UV rays. Easily wraps around your solar 
cover reel then secures tightly with heavy duty velcro and draw string at either 
end. Eliminates the need for indoor storage during the winter months.

    NOW
CH569456 12’ Solar Reel Cover  $34.95
CH569457 16’ Solar Reel Cover  $43.95
CH569458 18’ Solar Reel Cover  $49.95

Solar Blanket Covers
Our covers are made with an incredibly strong but lightweight resin. They have 2” 
wide flat seams, reinforced top and bottom. Bubbles expand with heat exposure 
and greatly reduce the time to heat your pool. We have the strongest solar covers 
available with limited 3 year and 5 year warranties. 
*Remember—bubble side down in water. Save

$10
with Solar Reel Purchase

Save
$5

with Solar 
Reel Purchase

Solar Arc

The Solar Arc is the most 
compact and efficient way to 
heat your pool…for FREE.  
Its simple DIY installa-
tion goes in line with your 
existing filtration system and 
its HiFlo design eliminates 
additional bypass kits. Its 
glazed cover locks in the 
heat and it has built in legs that angle the unit to attract the most sunlight as pos-
sible. Multiple Solar Arc units can be installed to get the warmest water possible. 
One Solar Arc can add 5 degrees in as little as 2 days! (sun permitting). Best of 
all, it’s Proudly Made in the USA!

HEATSP-S204**  Solar Arc 2’ x 4’ $399.00  $249.99

**Additional Handling Applies

Retail  NOW

NEW
Low Price!
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Solar Heaters and Reels 
Sunheater Solar Pool Heater
Uses FREE ENERGY from the sun to heat your water. 

Your pool pump circulates water through a solar collector and sends heated water 
back to your pool. Construct your own simple rack or mount it to your roof. It 
DOES NOT lay on top of the water.

A 4’ x 20’ polypropylene collector produces 40,000 BTU per day and will raise the 
water temperature 10 -15% during the season. 1 collector per 10,000 gallons.  
5 Year, Limited Warranty.

                         Retail NOW

HEATSP-S425                             $389.99 $299.98
Base Kit 4’ x 20’ w. Mounting Kit, Diverter Valve
HEATSP-SK43 Mounting Strap   $39.95
HEATSP-SK35 Diverter Valve   $44.39
(Two Way Valve with Tees and Fitting)

Solar Pill
“Pool Blanket in a Pill” 
The Solar Pill prevents water evaporation and heat loss 
with an invisible layer of non-toxic, biodegradable film. 
Simply drop it in your pool’s skimmer and its patented 
release system will deliver complete coverage. One pill 
treats 12,000 gallons for one month and is saltwater 
compatible.

CHEMSP-AP73 Solar Pill   NOW $11.99
SAVE $6.00—Buy 3 for $30.00

Typhoon Solar Blanket Reel System
Heavy Duty Construction
•  Heavy duty corrosion resistant resin construction 

engineered with pinch roller bearings to provide 
effortless roll up.

• (2) Crank handles for one or two person operation
• Sturdy foot pads for stationary application
•  Large wheel design rolls over virtually any surface 

when transporting blanket to storage area.
• Sturdy anodized aluminum tube kit
• Includes all straps, hardware and easy to assemble instructions
•  NOW AVAILABLE IN 4” TUBES  WAS NOW
ACS-SREELIG12K 12’ Reel System (3”)  $159.99 $144.95
ACS-SREELIG16K 16’ Reel System (3”)  $179.99 $164.95
ACS-SREELIG416K 16’ Reel System (4”)  $229.99 $204.95

Universal Replacement Strap Kit
Can be Adapted to Any Solar Reel  

ACS-S5100SK Universal Strap Kit NOW $18.95

Advanced Reel Systems
• Extra heavy duty construction.
•  Pinch roller bearings for easy cranking.
• Sturdy offset design resists tilting.

Special Feature
•  Roller style wheels retract inside reel body for 

stability.
•  NOW AVAILABLE IN 4” TUBES
  WAS NOW 
ACS-SREELAIG16K 16’ Advanced Reel System (3”) $229.95 $209.95
ACS-SREELAIG12K 12’ Advanced Reel System (3”) $199.95 $186.95
ACS-SREELAIG416K 16’ Advanced Reel System (4”) $269.95 $249.95

Superior Reel Systems
•   Commercial grade structural aluminum 

construction and stainless steel hardware for 
maintenance free operation.

•  Premium bearing system provides easy, one 
person operation.

• Includes all straps and hardware. 
•  NOW AVAILABLE IN 4” TUBES
      NOW
ACS-SREELCF16K 16’ Superior Reel System (3”)  $279.95
ACS-S55004    Optional Locking Casters  $39.95
ACS-SREELCF416K 16’ Superior Reel System (4”)  $324.95

Economy Reel System
One person operation. White above ground 
solar reel with white tubing. Extends the life 
of your solar blanket. Fits pools 16’ to 23’. 
3” tubes only.

   
CO565001-K Economy System NOW  $149.99 
All solar reels come complete with their own attachment kit.

FREEMounting Strap & Diverterwith solar heater purchase

SAVE 
$15
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Heaters
Tropical Heat Pump
Maximize your Investment
Extend your swim season and maximize your investment with a heat pump from 
AquaCal. Your family can exercise, relax and swim in warm water even when there is 
a chill in the air.

A heat pump uses nature’s “free heat” from the air to heat your pool water. Electric-
ity is only needed to transfer the heat, not create it. It is significantly less expensive 
than gas or electric heating and it is a safe and trouble-free way to heat your pool.

AquaCal heat pumps are easy to own and operate. Only AquaCal offers a Titanium 
heat exchanger that is a high-tech, super strong metal that is impervious to pool 
chemical corrosion and is virtually indestructible. 

AquaCal is smart for the environment. It uses no fossil fuels, eliminates noxious gas 
emissions, programmable thermostat for stable temperature control and saves energy 
by transferring heat from the air rather than creating heat.  
Limited lifetime warranty.

• Requires a 220 line 
• Keeps pool heated for the entire season over 80 degrees
• Titanium Heat Exchanger
• Digital Control
• Drain Plug for easy winterization
• Requires a 30 or 40 amp breaker (depending on BTU size)
• Cost Savings: In most states, about one third the price of gas
*Call for details

Natural Gas and Propane Heaters

Heat Exchanger

  Retail  NOW*
HEATAC-T55 Tropical Heat Pump BTU 50K $3283.33      $2279.00*
HEATAC-T75 Tropical Heat Pump BTU 74K $3677.33      $2552.00*
HEATAC-T90 Tropical Heat Pump BTU 97K $4285.19      $2974.00*

Call today to see how 
much you’ll save!

*Truck freight applies on all heaters. Call for quote.

Mastertemp Heaters

MasterTemp heaters offer all the efficiency, convenience and reliability features you want 
in a pool heater, plus a lot more! As easy to use as your home heating system, plus, user-
friendly, digital indicator lights make system operation and monitoring a snap. The compact 
design and super quiet operation won't intrude on your poolside leisure time. 

• High performance, premium features
• Best-in-class energy efficiency
• Eco-friendly, certified for low NOx emmisions
• Digital display
• Tough exterior handles the heat and weathers the elements
• Corrosion and UV resistant enclosure
• Pre-mixed combustion technology for ultra fast heat up

250 BTU

125 BTU

  Retail               NOW

HEAT-P461059 MasterTemp 125 Natural Gas Heater $1644.45         $1184.97*

HEAT-P461061 MasterTemp 125 Propane Heater $1644.45         $1184.97*

HEAT-P460732 MasterTemp 250 Natural Gas                $3099.99        $2231.99*
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Kreepy Krauly®  
Lil’ Shark™

Unique bristle design automatically propels the  
Lil’ Shark along the pool bottom and scrubs as 
it vacuums. Removes small and large debris. No 
tools required; includes 32’ of hose and telepole 
attachment for spot clean-ups.
 
 

CLEAN-P360100                       Retail NOW
Lil’ Shark                      $247.99 $179.99

Automatic Cleaners 
Kayak® Kleener
Not only will it clean the bottom of 
your pool, it will clean and brush the 
walls! It’s revolutionary, lightweight 
design is recommended for pools 
up to 8’ deep. Has a dual 3 hour 
standard cleaning mode and a 1 hour 
rapid cleaning mode. The brush-to-
port suction for thorough vacuuming 
of acorns, leaves and fine debris 
has a direct drive motor for greater 
traction. Quick drain system allows 
for lightweight removal from pool. 
Complete with and extra-Large filter bag and 50’ power cord.   
Two year Limited Warranty. 
  Retail NOW
CLEANSP-NC52  Kayak® Kleener        $699.99 $549.00
CLEANSP-NC1017  Replacement Bag  $33.99

Kreepy Krauly® Sandshark™ 
Perfect for Kayak® Pools

A classic design and all the features you expect from Sta-Rite® are    
   perfect for deep-end and in-ground pools. The Sandshark® has   

                      plenty of eye appeal but more importantly it is 
                      a durable, high performance unit. Includes 

                       32’ of hose.

ACS-SGW7900   
SandShark™

Retail    $754.22

NOW     $499.00

Extension Hoses for Kreepy Krauly® Products
  Retail NOW
ACS-SGW9510
32’ Cleaner Hose (1-8’ and 1-24’) $186.78 $140.74
ACS-SGW9519 4’ Cleaner Hose (1-4’) $36.91 $27.38
ACS-SGW9525 24’ Cleaner Hose (1-24’) $140.56 $105.77
ACS-SGW9511 8’ Hose $58.28 $43.43
ACS-SGW9521 20’ Hose $112.44 $84.27

DV5000 Cleaner 
The new DV5000 Automatic Pool Cleaner is 
perfect for flat, deep end or in-ground pools. It 
propels itself around your pool to efficiently suck 
up dirt and debris (even twigs) from the pool 
bottom and walls for a cleaner pool in less time.  
Its innovative design features just one moving 
part for trouble-free, maintenance-free operation, 
year after year.  Includes 40’ of hose. 

CLEAN-HDV5000    DV5000 Cleaner    Retail $229.95   NOW $219.95 

Dorado™ Pool Cleaner 
The Dorado delivers simple, powerful cleaning you can 
see and feel.  Its unique, Bristle-Drive™ technology 
combines with oversized vacuum inlet to scrub 
and devour tough dirt and debris from your 
pool’s floor and walls, providing complete, 
trouble-free cleaning.  The cleaner’s 15 inch-
wide bristle scrubbers cover more of your 
pool in a single pass for fast cleaning.  And 
Dorado’s SmartTrac™ Programmed Steering 
easily navigates around pool obstacles for 
uninterrupted vacuuming of large and small 
debris.
CLEAN-P360151   
Dorado™ Suction-Side Pool Cleaner  $419.00 
After $50 Mail in Rebate   $369.00

AquaRay
AquaRay is an affordable, automatic suction clean-
er with only one moving part for added reliability.  
Its gliding motion makes it an ideal choice for 
cleaning flat pools and is easily installed, without 
tools, in less than 10 minutes!  Works with your 
existing filter system and pulls in dirt from three 
intake ports.  Includes 32 feet of hose.

CLEAN-HDV1000 Retail NOW
AquaRay $149.95 $139.95  

Kreepy Krauly® Products

NEW
Low Price!

$50Mail InRebate

NEW
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Optiflo® Pump

This revolutionary 
designed pump delivers 
dependable, high flow 
performance. It features a 
1 hp motor and an exclu-
sive Cam and Ramp™ lid 
that houses a large strainer 
basket. 

        Retail  NOW
FS288017 Vertical Port/Twist Lock Cord     $369.99   $262.99 
FS288018 Horizontal Port/Twist Lock Cord   $369.99    $262.99
FS288019 Horizontal Port/3’ Std.3-prong     $369.99    $262.99  
FS288020 Vertical Port/3’ Std.3-prong       $369.99    $262.99 
FSP/155770 PTF Connector (sold with pump purchase only) $39.66

Product Update: Pentair has discontinued production of the JWP pump. The 
OptiFlo pump can be used.
* A PTF connector with bushing will be needed to retrofit your existing filter 
systems. Instructional diagram will be sent with each new OptiFlo Pump.

 

Dynamo™ Pump
Custom Molded 

All pump components are custom molded 
for superior strength and durability. 
1-1/2” suction and discharge ports 
are reinforced for maximum strength. 
Power end can easily be removed for 
service or winterizing
 without disturbing piping. 
All dynamo pumps carry a full one 
year replacement warranty. (See 
warranty card for complete details.) 
Includes on/off switch and 3’ 
standard cord. 
                                             Retail  NOW
FP340197 Dynamo Pump w/cord      $359.99  $279.96

Cover Saver
Non-electric cover pump for above
 ground pools. Simply place the 
drain on the cover, squeeze the siphon pump until water 
begins to flow. Cover saver will automatically stop when 
the cover is empty.

    NOW
ACS-S5436 Cover Saver  $15.95

Pumps 
Automatic Timers
Economical and  
Convenient 
These weatherproof, heavy duty outdoor 
timers allow you to filter your swimming 
pool when you want, for as long as you want. Two on/two 
off settings per day, a 3-wire power cord with ground plug 
and recessed receptacle to protect against the elements 
are just some of the many features this timer has to offer. The ACS-BLISP1121 
portable outdoor timers are specifically designed to control the filter pump of a 
pool or spa, but they can also be used to turn ON and OFF outdoor decorations, 
engine block heaters and other appliances, indoors and outdoors.

ACS-BLITSP1121   Pool Pump Timer with Standard Cord NOW $36.95

ACS-BLITSP1101  NOW $39.95
Outdoor Timer, Straight 3-prong cord and receptacle

ACS-BLITSP1131  NOW $64.99
Outdoor Timer, Twist-lock plug and receptacle

1 H.P. Power-Flo II
By Hayward

•  Heavy duty high performance motor
•  Heat resistant, double size ceramic seal
• Large corrosion proof housing
•  Quick release, “see-thru” strainer cover;  

extra-large strainer basket
• Used on 1979-1987 Kayak Pools®

• Cord not included
  Retail  NOW
FHSP1780  1 H.P. Powerflo II  $399.95  $259.99
FHP/SPX1250WA 6’ Power Cord   $27.73
FHP/SPX1550WA1 3’ Twist Lock Cord   $41.98

Cover Care™ 

•  Pumps 300/350 gallons of  
water per hour.

• Made in the USA
•  Clog resistant pool cover pump.
• Full 1 year warranty
• Completely submersible
• 25’ Power cord
• Easy Maintenance-Free
•  Uses half the electricity of  

other brands
•  Easily hooks up to any garden hose

This efficient pump can also be used for: fountains, waterfalls, tanks & ponds, 
flooded rooms & sump pump. Includes 25’ grounded power cord. Garden Hose 
not included. UL® listed.

   NOW
ACS-DAN10306 Cover Care™ 300 Pump   $44.95
FB1911350 Cover Care™ 350 Pump  $64.95

300
350

PTF connector

P1121 P1101   P1131
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Filter Systems 

Cristal Flo II—19” Tank
with 1 H.P. Pump 

These world-famous pumps are designed 
specifically for above and on-ground pools. Re-
quires minimal maintenance —simply turn the 
dial for routine backwashing. Valve and pump 
ports are all union free plumbing. Three adapt-
ers and clear sight glass are included. Includes 
1 Hp pump with 3'standard cord.
Sta-Rite® offers the best combination of econo-
my, performance and durability. Corrosion-resis-
tant, one piece, heavy duty molded tank assures 
long service life. Perfect for Kayak Pools®.
                                                                  Retail  NOW

FS288013* 19” Filter System        $599.99  $428.99
*Truck freight applies—call for quote

Modular Media Cartridge Filter

The Modular Media Filter 
handles dirt loads 10-15 
times greater than sand 
filters of equal size. Even 
collects residue from sun 
lotions and oils. When 
the cartridge does need 
cleaning, access is easy 
with a quick twist of 
the wrist. Posi-Lok™ ring 
closure is safe and easy to 
use. Comes complete with 
filter tank, 1 Hp Pump with 
twist lock cord and Base.
*Replacement cartridges 
can be found on page 45
Filter Maintenance and 
Accessories can be found 
on page 5

  Retail NOW
FS288003* Sta-Rite® Modular Filter  $799.99 $671.99
*Truck freight applies—call for quote

Sand Dollar Filter Tank 
with Multiport

This 19” sand filter comes com-
plete with multiport valve, center 
pipe assembly, laterals and foot 
base. Strong, non-corrosive 
tank construction along with 
six-position 1-1/2” multiport 
valve insures superior perfor-
mance.

 

           Retail NOW
FP145320 Sand Dollar Filter          $429.99 $338.96
  

Modular Media Posi-Lok™ Ring Closure Tool-Less Platform

Hayward EC40 D.E. 
Filter System

Complete D.E. filter system 
includes 1H.P. pump filter and base. 
Pump to union filter connection provides 
simple installation and winterization.

  

                                                                  Retail NOW
FHEC40C92S* EC40 D.E. System  $799.99 $649.99
FHEC40AC Filter Only  $499.99 $336.98
*Additional handling applies—see page 42

OUTLETOUTLET

RELEASERELEASE
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 Ref# Part # Description                               WAS           NOW

 12A FSP/27002-0100S Cartridge Filter—100 sq. ft.      $258.34     $162.99
 12B FSP/27002-0150S Cartridge Filter—150 sq. ft.      $383.51     $249.97
 12C FSP/27002-0200S Cartridge Filter—200 sq. ft.      $481.38     $339.95

Modular Media & 
Modular D.E. Filters

Filter Flosser 

The Filter Flosser is sturdy, corrosion resistant and made 
of 100% aluminum. Jet streams of air and water agita-
tion blast away dirt and debris that hide in the filter 
cartridges deep pleats. Cleans 50% faster and uses 50% 
less water, reducing the environmental impact. 

  NOW 

ACS-MFF001 Filter Flosser $26.99
Save $5 with any cartridge filter purchase $21.99

1—HORIZONTAL 2—CONVERGED 3—VERTICAL

Save $$ on
Replacement Cartidges

12

SAVE 
UP $150
TO
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Deluxe Air Relief  
Vinyl Liner Vacuum 
Nylon bristles along perimeter and underside. Stainless steel tension spring 
handle. Adjustable air relief valves. Weighted body for underwater maneuverabil-
ity. 15.5” wide.

ACS-PM27402 
Deluxe Air Relief Vinyl Liner 
Vacuum  
NOW $27.95
ACS-S8145M 
Triangular Vac Head    
NOW $11.99

Fountains & Accessories

Large Leaf Bagger 
for Vinyl Pools
Designed with brushes to pick up leaves and debris quickly and 
easily. Fits any standard pole. 

  NOW
ACS-S8170 Large Leaf Bagger   $19.95
ACS-S8170R Replacement Bag  $6.99

Brush & Grab Deep Bag 
Leaf Combo
Super strong, structural molded leaf rake with 
built in brush.

ACS-S8041   Brush & Grab Deep 

Bag Leaf Combo                              NOW $14.99

Color Cascade  
Waterfall Fountain
Visually Stunning

This visually stunning kaleidoscope of color 
is an unparalleled accessory to any pool. It 
has an inside dynamotor which is directly 
driven by the water force of your pump. Fits 
on most return fittings and has an adjust-
able water spray. Easy to install, no tools 
required.
 
ACS-PM54514 
Color Cascade Waterfall Fountain          NOW  $49.95

Grecian Triple  
Tier Fountain
Floating Decorative 
Fountain

Comes complete with universal 
adapter kit. No tools required. 
An elegant look for your Kayak 
swimming pool that provides a 
refreshing spray.

ACS-S8597 
Grecian Fountain  NOW $29.99

Colored LED Fountain
Transform your backyard 
pool with magical and 
mesmerizing nighttime 
beauty! Fountain lights 
continually change color 
with no batteries required. 
Quick and easy to install, 
you’ll enjoy this fountain in 
just minutes.
                                                           
TS85955 
Colored LED Fountain                            NOW  $45.95

Leaf Skimmers
ACS-S8028  
Prem. Aluminum Leaf Skimmer  
NOW   $8.95
ACS-S8033  
Premium Deep Bag Leaf Rake* 
NOW   $8.99

Swivel Skim Elite 
Work Smarter, Not Harder! Bi-directional 
floating skimmer allows for extended 
reaching with no back strain. Floating 
skimmer bears the weight and swivels 
in push and pull positions for quick and 
easy cleaning. Use with any standard 
pole. 20” wide x 13.75” long.

ACS-PM29012 
Swivel Skim 
Elite 
NOW     $54.95  

Underwater Light Show and Fountain
Bring fun and excitement to your pooside activities with 
dazzling colors above and below the water.  This new 
design creates bigger and brighter fountain and light 
shows with improved performance.  No installation or no 
hoses are required.  Cycles through 4 light programs and 
has a 1 hour auto shut-off.  Requires 4 D Batteries, not 
included.

ACS-G3567 
Underwater Light Show and Fountain 
$39.95
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Soft Top Floating 
Thermometers

Complete with detachable buoy top and self adhesive 
disc leash.

ACS-S9228 Penguin thermometer $3.99
ACS-S9230 Ducky thermometer $3.99 
ACS-S9245 Buoy Thermometer $3.99
ACS-PM25275   Frog Thermometer  $9.99

Accessory Hangers
Pole & Hose Hooks
Safely stores hoses, skimmer, vac poles and other 
pool accessories.

ACS-S8901 
Plastic (set of two)    $3.99
ACS-S8902 
Metal (set of two)     $5.99

Accessories

Deluxe Vacuum Poles

100% extruded aluminum, extra strong telescopic 
pole. Lock operates with a simple twist.  NOW 
ACS-S8350A    4-12 Ft. Pole $12.99
ACS-S8356A    5-15 Ft. Pole $16.99
AS824505    8-16 Ft. Standard Pole $24.95
ACS-S8375    8-16 Ft. Fiberglass Pole $34.95

Backwash Hose 1 1⁄2”

Helps keep your filter and under deck area clean and 
dry. Made of heavy duty, durable vinyl. Collapses flat 
for easy storage. NOW 
ACS-S8703 25’ Backwash Hose  $4.99
ACS-S8707 50’ Backwash Hose  $14.99
ACS-S8708 100’ Backwash Hose $24.95

Adjustable Floating  
Pool Dispenser
Unique design holds up to 3 
lbs. of 3” chlorinated tablets. 
Has locking cap and adjustable 
chlorinating control ring.

ACS-S8720 $4.99
Adjustable Floating Pool Dispenser $4.99

Vac Hose
Super Heavy Duty 
100% extruded. Commercial type vac hose. Designed with swivel cuff to prevent kinking. Strong yet flexible.
1.25” Supreme Vac Hoses w/ Swivel Cuff NOW
ACS-VH-1.2530 1.25” x 30’ Vac Hose $29.95
ACS-VH-1.2536 1.25” x 36’ Vac Hose $35.95
ACS-VH-1.2540 1.25” x 40’ Vac Hose $39.99
ACS-VH-1.253 Connection Hose 3' HD Silver $7.99
ACS-VH-1.256 Connection Hose 6' HD Silver $9.95

1.5” Supreme Vac Hoses w/ Swivel Cuff           NOW
ACS-VH-1.530 1.5” x 30’ Vac Hose            $37.99
ACS-VH-1.535 1.5” x 35’ Vac Hose            $43.99
ACS-VH-1.540 1.5” x 40’ Vac Hose            $49.99
ACS-VH-1.53 Connection Hose 3' HD Silver $8.99

Vinyl Patch Kit
Repairs just about any vinyl product. Con-
tains 1oz. tube of #100 Vinyl adhesive and 
21 square inches of patching vinyl. Great 
for Inflatables.

ACS-S8805  
Vinyl Patch Kit NOW $3.99

Pole Pivot
Adjustable connector for 
standard poles. Adjusts from 
90 to 180 degrees. Push button 
release locks desired handle into 
place. Provides optimal angles 
for hard to reach areas.

ACS-PM29018 Pole Pivot NOW $9.95

Tear Repair
Advanced, self-adhesive vinyl 
repair kit, ideal for liners and 
inflatables. See through patch 
works under water too!

ACS-S8850   Tear Repair

NOW $24.95

NEW

Back Floor and Wall-
brush 
18”& 22" Brushes 
Heavy duty one piece construction. Fits any 
standard pole.
ACS-S8220  18" Brush  
Reinforced 
Aluminum Construction  
NOW   $7.95

ACS-PM20195   
22" Ultra Curve Brush             NOW     $23.95

Jumbo Hose 
Hanger
Oversized hanger mounts or hangs 
on thick fence posts.  Cannot be 
hung on Kayak fencing.  Standard 
vacuum hose can be wound up 
to six revolutions. 7.7” High x 5” 
Wide x 5.5” Deep.

ACS-PM35610   Jumbo Hose Hanger     $9.95 

Floating Character 
Thermometers
Made of soft-molded PVC with customer detailing, 
these 1” x 6.5” tube style thermometer body features 
a 360 degree  shatterproof clear lens with large nu-
meric readout.  Weighted to sit upright in the water

ACS-PM25301  Safari Duck  $9.95

ACS-PM25302  Cool Gator   $9.95

ACS-PM25304  Clown Fish   $9.95

NEW
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Kayak Pools® In-Pool Ladder
Stainless Steel
•  Will support  

weight up to 250 lb.
•  Wide steps for comfort  

and balance
•  Easily placed...wherever  

desired...at any time
Heavy duty 1.9” handrails, 3 polypro-
pylene steps. Complete with hardware 
and 2 rubber bumpers.
  Retail NOW
ML124001K In-Pool Ladder  $189.99 $159.95

Replacement Parts 
ML124003 Step (Resin) Approx. 18 3/16”(pre 2006) $16.95 ea.
LDR-AGLFB19 Bumper     $4.09 ea.
MP134001 Flange    $8.99 ea.
HS364030 Flange Bolt Kit (1 kit for [2] flanges)    $2.19 ea.
ML60-704 Step Bolt Kit  $31.95 ea.
AA104100 Flange Washer (2 Req.)    $1.99 ea.
MLF124003 Step 18 3/4" (pools 2008-present)  $15.99 ea.

Kayak Pools® Swing-Up Safety Ladder
Heavy Duty Structural Aluminum

The outside aluminum ladder being strong, but light-weight, swings away easily 
when not in use, making pool entry by children difficult, if not impossible. It also con-
tains a safety latch to insure protection of your pool when you are away from home.
Complete with all hardware plus 1 aluminum safety latch, 2 aluminum handrails, 2 
ladder hinges, and 1 no diving safety sign.
  Retail  NOW
AA104050K Swing-Up Ladder $349.99 $299.99

Replacement Parts
AA104054 Step  $24.99 ea.
AA104051 Handrail  $54.99 ea.
MH304001 Latch   $9.95 ea.
HS364032A Screws for Latch (2 Req.)  $.40 ea.
HS364019A Screws for Latch (4 Req.)  $.19 ea.
MJSST-60300-150HC Hinge   $8.99 ea.
HS364023 Lock Washer for Hinge (6 Req.)  $.09 ea.
HS364024 Hex Nut for Hinge (6 Req.)  $.15 ea.
HS364025 Tap Bolt for Hinge (6 Req.)  $.30 ea.

Ladders & Stairs 
In Pool Stairs
These unique stairs fit all above 
and on-ground pools. They provide 
stability and easy access for swim-
mers up to 350 pounds. Large, 
flat steps along with 2 molded 
handrails provide safety for all your 
guests exiting and entering your 
pool. Water circulation openings 
inhibit algae growth. Snap together 
assembly makes installation easy.

LDR-CSTEP1 

In Pool Stairs   NOW $244.98**

ACS-S87956 Ladder/Step Pad 36"x36"                              $29.95
ACS-S87958 Ladder/Step Pad 45"x60"                              $49.99

**Reduced truck freight applies—call for quote

Pool Entry System
This innovative pool entering system 
comes complete with a self-closing, 
self-latching gate. It meets ANSI/
NSPI standards and satisfies most 
building inspectors. Gate height 
is 58”. Non-slip step surfaces and 
handrails allow easy 
access, stability and 
convenience for all your 
guests. Must have 48"-
52" from ground to top 
of deck. Easy Installation!

   Retail  NOW*
LDR-CPES1K Pool Entry System $699.99  $559.99*
*Truck freight applies—call for quote

Curve Inpool Step System
 
New for 2013, this new stair system will surely be 
a great investment for you and 
your family. The four treads can 
be installed curving inwards or 
outwards, whichever you desire. 
The eye-catching, graceful sloping 
handrails with the two tone gray 
color will certainly compliment your 
pool. Oversize deck mounts attach 
easily. 400 pound weight limit. 
Snap together construction.  

   Retail                      NOW

LDR-CCXAGK   Curve Inpool Step System  $499.99           $449.99**
ACS-S87958   Ladder Pad 45"x60"   $49.99
**Truck freight applies.
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Privacy Screens/ 
Fiberglass Panels
Privacy Screens 

Introducing custom made privacy screens for Kayak Pools®. This brilliant alternative 
to fiberglass is currently available in a vibrant pacific blue fabric, gray and tan. Be-
cause the color becomes part of the fiber, the color intensity will not be diminished 
by sun, wind, or rain. This acrylic fiber resists mildew and unlike fiberglass will not 
harden, crack or peel. 

Each panel comes complete with sewn seams, brass grommets and white marine 
rope. Simply remove your fiberglass and “lace” it around your existing J-Channel. 
When replacing fiberglass, we suggest that you install a minimum of three pickets 
to strengthen the fence section.

Create the look you want. Available by linear foot once the 8 ft. minimum is met. 
Call for quote. Quantity discounts are available. Please indicate fence height  
when ordering.

CK4601 Privacy Screen (8 ft. section, Blue)  $89.95
CK4630 Privacy Screen (8 ft. section, Gray)  $98.89
CK314-814 Privacy Screen (8 ft. section, Tan)  $98.89

All privacy screens are custom ordered and cannot be returned for credit. 

Fiberglass Privacy Fence

Restore the beauty of your pool but keep your privacy. Replace faded and cracked 
fiberglass today.
•  Extends swimming season by reducing blowing winds and maintaining water 

temperature.
• Prevents dirt and debris from entering pool
• Colorful and attractive addition for your investment 

Individual Fiberglass Sections
GS2642650 Blue 26” x 50”  $12.99 ea.
GS264405 Tan 26” x 50”  $12.99 ea.
GS264505 White 26” x 50”  $12.99 ea.

50” piece fits between 2 standard fence posts. Minimum order: 3 sections.  
6' and 8' sections are also available but must ship via truck. Truck freight applies.

HS364009K Fiberglass S.S. TEK Screw and Grommet $.15 ea.

Used to attach fiberglass to post

Complete Kits: 26” Height Fiberglass
Complete kits come with stainless steel tek screws. These kits are based on  
26” high fiberglass and accommodate the 2’ walkaround, 8’ end deck style pool. 
Custom kits are available. Call for details. Please specify Blue, Tan or White.  
A combination of 4', 6' and 8' pieces are included in kits for ease of installation 
and beauty.

GS264001K 12’ x 20’ Kit  $269.95*
GS264002K 12’ x 24’ Kit  $289.95*
GS264003K 16’ x 24’ Kit  $309.95*
GS264004K 16’ x 32’ Kit  $349.00*

* All Kits Subject to Freight Charges. 34” height fiberglass available in Blue 
for new pool owners—call for details.

* Measure height before ordering!

NEW!NOW AVAILABLE  IN GRAY & TAN!Call for details

$50
Kayak Cash 

Coupons
with Fiberglass 

Kit Purchase

NEW!NOW AVAILABLE  WHITE!
Call for details
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Vinyl/Aluminum/Paint
Magna•Latch with  
Self-Closing Hinges

This ideal safety gate latch is perfect for swimming 
pools. Highly child resistant, magnetic latching and 
key locking for added security. Ideally suited for 4’ 
high gates or fences so that the latch can be installed 
and the release knob is out of reach of children.

MZGM006                                
Magna Latch and Hinges NOW    $119.99

Aluminum Gates

Pre-assembled, black hinged, self-closing gate. Stan-
dard gates are 27” wide. 26” high. Comes complete 
with black hinges and latch. Custom gates are also 
available. Call for quote.

AA104115K 
26” High Complete Gate Section 
NOW $249.99

AA104111K 
34” High Complete Gate Section 
NOW $279.99

Replacement Coping and 
New Vinyl
Discounts apply to all vinyl when 
purchased as a complete kit. 
Call today for details. 

Vinyl Edging is FREE with 
Kayak Liner Purchase
See page 23.

Vinyl Edging has 
been used on 
Kayak Pools® 
since the late 
70’s. It snaps on 
to the deck and 
covers the top edge of the liner. It is used to trim the 
aluminum decking on your Kayak Pools®. Vinyl corner 
caps are used to “finish off” the corners.
VD184008 8’ Vinyl Edging $17.99*
VD184010 10’ Vinyl Edging $22.99*
VD184012 12’ Vinyl Edging $26.99*
VD184016 16’ Vinyl Edging $35.99*

Old Style 
Coping
Old Style Coping 
was used on 
Kayak Pools® 
during the early 
70’s. It is ap-
proximately 3” wide and was actually nailed into the 
pool. This style coping has a groove molded into it to 
accept the beaded liner. Used on old style pools with 
wooden decks.
VD164008 8’ Old Style Coping $15.99*
VD164012 12’ Old Style Coping $23.99*
VD164016 16’ Old Style Coping $31.99*
VD174202 2’ H-Strips $3.49*

Please note: All vinyl products extending past  
8 ft. require truck freight. *Please call for quote.

Touch-Up Paint
Get rid of all those little nicks 
and scratches. Special non-skid 
formula for deck surfaces.

M104501A 12 oz. Non-Skid Blue
M104502 12 oz. White
M104504A 12 oz. Non-Skid Gray
M104505A 12 oz. Gray Wall 
M104503A 12 oz. Earth Tan 
M104506A 12 oz. White Wall 

Aluminum Pickets

Tired of old, cracked or faded fiberglass? Why not 
update your Kayak® pool with aluminum pickets for 
a fresh new look? Available individually or in pre-
assembled sections.
AA104097 
26” Aluminum Picket $2.49 ea.

50 or More $1.79 ea.

AA104108 
2’ Section, Prefab., 26” High $30.79 ea.

AA104110* 
4’ Section, Prefab., 26” High $54.99 ea.
AA104097S 
34” Aluminum Picket $3.49 ea.

50 or More $2.99 ea.

AA104104 
2’ Section, Prefab., 34” High $37.95 ea.

AA104109* 
4’ Section, Prefab., 34” High $79.99 ea.
Complete aluminum kits for your entire pool are 
also available.  

HS364010 1/2” Self Tap Screw $0.60 each

*Reduced truck freight applies—call for details.

Vinyl Edging 
Corner Caps

VN114100  $2.69 ea.
4 for $10.00 

Fence Post 
Caps

VJ104048  $.79 ea..
20 or More $.69 ea..

Old Style 

Coping

Vinyl Edging

4 ft. 
2 ft. 

$14.99 ea
2 for $28.00

Quantity
Discounts 
AvailableCall for Quote
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30 Year 
Warranty 
on All 
Aluminum

Call  
for FREE 
Deck 
Sample!

Kayak Pools® 
Complete Bolt Kit— 
Stainless Steel
Includes every nut, bolt and screw to reassemble 
Kayak Pools®. Does not include the TEK screws and grommets used on pools with 
fiberglass fencing. Retail With Kayak Liner Purchase
BT364001SS 12’ x 20’ Kit $279.99 $229.99
BT364002SS 12’ x 24’ Kit $289.99 $239.99
BT364003SS 16’ x 24’ Kit $314.99 $264.99
BT364004SS 16’ x 32’ Kit $329.95 $279.99

Kayak Pools® 
Stainless Steel Hardware Kit
Spruce up your Kayak® pool with stainless steel hardware. Replaces all hardware 
that can be seen from the outside of the pool. Does not include TEK screws and 
grommets used to secure fiberglass fencing. With Kayak Liner Purchase
BTR1220K 12’ x 20’ Kit $139.00 $114.00
BTR1224K 12’ x 24’ Kit $149.00 $124.00
BTR1624K 16’ x 24’ Kit $159.99 $134.99
BTR1632K 16’ x 32’ Kit $169.99 $144.99
*Both kits are based on standard 2’ walk-a-round with 8’ end deck.

New Style Deck Kits
Only for     Kayak Pools® 
Enhance Your Investment—Restore the Beauty of Your Pool! For our customers with 
old style wooden decks, we now offer complete aluminum deck conversion kits 
for your Kayak Pool. Easy to assemble. No more soggy wooden deck. 100% new 
extruded aluminum.
Please specify color: Surf Blue, Earth Tan and New Gray

   Retail NOW*
AA1220 12’x20’  $1799.99 $1699.99*
AA1224 12’x24’  $1899.99 $1799.99*
AA1624 16’x24’  $2199.99 $2099.99*
AA1632 16’x32’   $2399.99 $2299.99*

Made to the exact Kayak specifications for their standard three side walk around 
and end deck. All kits include all decking and hardware needed to assemble. Cus-
tom decks are available for Kayak Pools with other deck configurations. Please 
call for details.   *Truck freight applies—call for quote. Not to be used on 
any other pool. Complete add on deck kits are available. Call for details.

AA104012

AA10
40

09

AA104057

AA104006

5

3

1

Tek Screw

J-Channel

12-13-14

Fence Post
#7—#10

Post Cap

Post Cap

Corner Tee #11

Corner Bracket
#6

Apron

Picket

J-Channel

Hardware/Aluminum 
Kayak Pools® 
Replacement Aluminum Parts

1. AA104006 Stud With Holes $39.99*
2. AA104008 Stud $30.99*
3. AA104009 A-Frame $14.99*
4. AA104011 V-Frame $25.95*
5. AA104012 2’ Deck Supports $16.99*
6. AA104014SS 26” or 34” J Channel Corner Bracket $16.99*
7. AA104037 36” Long Post $24.99*
8. AA104037S 43” Long Post $24.99*
9. AA104039 33” Short Post $22.99*
10. AA104039S 40.5” Short Post $22.99*
11. AA104041 Corner Tee $6.99*
12. AA104055 10’ J Channel $27.99*
13. AA104056 16’ J Channel $43.99*
14. AA104059 4’ J Channel $11.99*
15. AA104062 8’ J Channel $21.99*
*Truck freight applies—call for quote
52" Elite Aluminum Parts are available. Call for details.

Kayak Pools® 
Self Assembly DVD/Manual
Complete instructions on how to assemble  
Kayak Pools® from start to finish.

With Hardware Kit
VT1002A Self Assembly DVD $29.95 $19.95
MG264600 Assembly Manual  $10.00

Please Note: DVDs and manuals may not be returned for credit.

We Have Everything you Need for Kayak 
Pools® Including Top and Bottom Channels, 
Apron, Camber Bars, Z-Beams, and More. 
Call 1-800-52-ORDER for a Quote.

Save
$10on DVD with purchase of Bolt or Hardware Kit

Save
$50

on complete bolt kits with purchase of a Kayak Liner

SAVE 
$100

SAVE 
$25

SAVE $50

UP
TO
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Lighting

Floating Solar Light

This floating solar rainbow light 
continuously changes color to create 
fascinating in-pool lighting effects.

TS85107 

Floating Solar Light 

NOW $9.99

EZLight™
Battery-Powered EZ Light 
and Pool Return

EZLight is a revolutionary above ground LED pool light/
return fitting combination that operates without the 
need of an electrical outlet. EZlight's patented return 
acts as a docking station for the source of its power, 
which can be either a 6-volt battery or a 3-watt solar 
panel. EZlight uses the latest in LED technology to 
brilliantly illuminate your pool while providing 
unrestricted water flow from your pool's filtration 
system. Like its name suggest, it's easy to install and 
operate. In addition, once you have the EZlight's return 
installed on your pool, you have the fixture required to 
power future EZ products. The EZ solar Panel 
works in conjunction with the battery powered 
EZlight. The solar panel does not charge your 6 
volt battery, however, the battery will act as a 
back-up power source if there are a few 
days of inclement weather.  Ensure that the 
solar panel has clear and full exposure to 
the sun.  On a full charge, the EZ Solar 
Panel will run the EZ Light for a total of 
4 hours or 2 light cycles. 
Battery not included.

LITESP-EZ2420                                                              WAS           NOW
EZlight™ White LED Light with Return fitting           $99.99        $74.99 

LITESP-EZ3WPV20  
EZlight™ Solar Powered white LED 

with return fitting                                                    $199.99      $139.98

The Original Nicheless Underwater LED Light

Both of these great LED lights are 
interchangeable and versatile and are 
ideal for shallow water applications.  
At just 10 watts of power, the white 
LED light has optimal illumination for 
swimming pools. The white light is 
dimmable too, so you can adjust the 
brightness to suit your mood.  Both 
lights are complete with light, trans-
former and return fitting, and offer  
ease of installation.

LITE-NLEDMB-K  Mini White LED Light Kit  $399.99 $349.99
LITE-NLEDMM-K   Mini Color LED Light Kit  $399.99 $349.99

FLOLight

FLOLight uses the normal water flow to spin a self-
contained generator to power 8 LED lights. No need 
to run wires or put in batteries, the FLOLight only 
requires water flow. If you have a directional eye flow 
on your return, simply remove it (all 
3 pieces) and the FLOLight will screw 
right in. Colored lens kit also available.

LITE-M24737  FLOLight  Retail $37.99 NOW $29.99
LITE-M24739  Colored Lens Kit         NOW $9.99

Elite Quartz Halogen 
Light

Hayward’s Elite Underwater Quartz Halogen 
pool light is engineered for installation in all 
above and on-ground pools. The optical lens 
disburses the light for full pool coverage. It can 
be installed anywhere for optimum lighting 
and doesn’t interfere with the pool’s filtration. 
The multi-colored lens kit (included) adds an 
elegant touch to the pool, creating a special 
effect or enhancing the mood. The light housing comes pre-wired with 25 feet of 
cord and 120V/12V transformer with on/off switch. It’s 50 watt halogen light is 
efficient, low voltage which increases safety, fun and appearance. Cutting tool is 
not to be used on Kayak pool. 
Use as a template for hole size only!    
  Retail NOW
LITE-HSP056525A    Elite Quartz Halogen Light  $199.95 $158.95

WAS NOW

SAVE 
$ 50

SALE!
Now On

Floating Solar Lantern 
These solar powered floating lanterns includes a 
rechargeable/replaceable AAA battery that holds 
light up to 8 hours.  Its removable floating base 
allows for patio and garden decorating and has 
a metal swing handle for hanging.  It has a water 
resistant solar unit and measures a 7” diameter 
x 6.5” high.  Lanterns are packed 2 each of the 
same color.

ACS-PM54501  Blue (2 pack)        NOW $29.99
ACS-PM54502  Pink (2 pack)        NOW $29.99
ACS-PM54503  Green (2 pack)     NOW $29.99

NEW
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Safety–Everyone's #1 Priority!

Kayak Pools® Life Ring
Coast Guard Approved

24” U.S. 
Coast 
Guard ap-
proved life 
ring. Made 
of tough 
urethane 
foam and 
has a du-
rable nylon/
vinyl skin. 
Safety first!

MK264300 

Life Ring 

WAS    $69.95  NOW $59.95

Magna•Latch with  
Self-Closing Hinges

This ideal safety 
gate latch is perfect 
for swimming 
pools. Highly child 
resistant, magnetic 
latching and key 
locking for added 
security. Ideally suited for 4’ high gates or fences so 
that the latch can be installed and the release knob 
is out of reach of children.

MZGM006   Magna Latch and Hinges   
NOW $119.99

No Diving Sign (Aluminum)

The 12” x 18” aluminum 
sign reminds and warns 
you and your guests that 
NO DIVING is permitted in 
your pool and that children 
should be supervised at all 
times.  Remember:  Safety 
should be your #1 Priority

SAFETYNS-CPS1218   NOW  $14.99
No Diving Sign (Aluminum) 

Swing Up Ladder  
Safety Sign (Aluminum)

This 3” x 18” aluminum safety sign should be mount-
ed by your swing up ladder as a reminder to ALWAYS 
swing up and lock the stairs when not in use.

SAFETYNS-CPS318   NOW $9.99
Swing Up Ladder Safety Sign  (Aluminum) 

Poolguard Pool Alarm

Perfect for your Kayak Pool or any in-ground pool, 
this pool alarm meets the New York Pool Alarm Code 
as well as Connecticut, Tennessee and California. It 
is NSF Certified to ASTM F 23208-08 specifications. 
The Poolguard Pool alarm, once installed in the pool, 
cannot be deactivated and is always in alarm mode. 
It is tamper proof and will sound an alarm when 
removed from the pool. Simply remove the alarm 
from the pool and put it into sleep mode when using 
your pool. This alarm works on a 9 volt battery (not 
included) with the battery life approximately 1 year. 
Audible low battery indicator at poolside as well as 
indicated by the in house remote receiver.
 
New sensing technology provides less chance of false 
alarms due to wind, rain and small objects such as sticks or toys entering the pool. This alarm can also be 
used with a solar blanket. It is the most reliable, advanced, and affordable alarm available. As with any alarm, 
it is not intended to replace adult supervision at any time. 
   Retail NOW
SAFETY-PGRM2 Poolguard Pool Alarm   $269.95 $229.97
Pool Alarms may not be returned for credit.
See page 42 for details.

Pool Immersion Alarm 
with In-Home Remote 
Receiver

This PoolEye® is an Advanced immersion alarm 
that reads surface and subsurface waves to protect 
against unauthorized pool entry. It uses a sophisti-
cated program to analyze the disturbance, and alarms 
in appropriate circumstances, remaining silent in 
avoiding false alarms. It complies and is certified to 
ASTM F2208 standards. It is battery powered and has 
a magnetic key for activating and resetting. Includes 
deck mounting bracket and remote receiver.  The in-
home remote siren receives signal up to 100’ away. 
Low battery indicator keeps you informed. Easy to 
Install with 1 year limited warranty.

SAFESP-PE23 
Pool 

Immersion 
Alarm with 
Remote 

Retail
$199.99 

NOW $149.95

Deluxe Rope Kit
21’ Lifeline Kit

Equipped 
with buoys 
and hook 
at one end. 
Great for 
dividing 
shallow and 

deep ends.

AB8040000K Rope Kit  NOW $27.95

SAVE 
$10
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Kayak® StayPut Liner System
Unmatched Durability—You Can Snap it in Place and 
Focus on Fun!

Durability is key when it comes to 
on-ground pools—and durability is 
a hallmark of the Kayak® difference. 
When it comes to your all-important 
pool liner, you need the unique, long-
lasting strength of the Kayak® StayPut 
Liner System. Installation is a snap, 
thanks to enhancements and updates in our StayPut design. 

EXCLUSIVE to Kayak®:
•  Precise thickness and strength forms one continuous seal.  

– Customized patterns
• FREE Vinyl edging and How-To DVD.
• New “bead lock” vinyl edging locks your liner in place.
• All Winterized 100% pure virgin vinyl.
• 15/30 year Limited Warranty.

The Kayak® StayPut Liner system is so easy to install, you can do it yourself and save money! 
No need to disassemble your pool because of its unique construction.

Kayak® Liner System

The Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act (Act) 
promotes the safe use of pools, spas and hot tubs by imposing 
mandatory federal requirements for suction entrapment avoidance. 
Effective December 20, 2008, the Act requires that each swimming 
pool or spa drain cover manufactured and distributed in the United 
States conform to the new American National Standard. In addition 
to including 2 approved main drains with every new pool purchased 
in 2009, Kayak Pools is encouraging previous owners to retrofit 
their pool with an approved main drain cover in addition to a 
second approved main drain. 

We will include the complete instructions on how to retrofit your 
main drain system. Additional sealing rings, anti-entrapment covers, 
pipe and fittings will be available for purchase.

Now’s the perfect time to update 
your pool and bring it up to 
the new American National 
Standards. We trust that you’ll 
take advantage of this GREAT 
offer and take the time to comply 
with the new regulations.

CONSUMER ALERT: Only Genuine Kayak® Liners have our 
Kayak® name imprinted on the liner pattern. If it’s not there, it’s 
not a Kayak® Liner!

20 MIL
25 MIL

15/30YEAR LIMITEDWARRANTY

Liner Guard
Liner Guard helps to protect your liner from roots or other sharp objects from work-
ing their way through the sand base and puncturing the liner. It is made of durable, 
one-piece fabric that allows moisture to pass through it while being mold and 
mildew resistant. Easy to install. Liner slides into place with ease.

  NOW 
LINER-HLG1220 12 X 20 Liner Guard $79.99 $69.99
LINER-HLG1224 12 X 24 Liner Guard $99.99 $89.99
LINER-HLG1624 16 X 24 Liner Guard $129.99 $109.99
LINER-HLG1632 16 X 32 Liner Guard $169.99 $139.99

FHWG1048AV $42.95
Complete Main Bottom Drain Suction Outlet

Save $5.00 with liner purchase $37.95
(All main drain parts can be found on page 46)

Retrofit Plumbing Kits (Needed to add 2nd Drain) $19.95  
(pipe not included)

IMPORTANT SAFETY UPDATE

SAVE 
UP $30
TO

WITH LINER PURCHASE

With Liner 
Purchase
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Replacement Liners 
Our liners fit—no matter what year 
you bought your pool!

Because of its unique construction, your Kayak® pool does not need to 
be disassembled to replace your liner. 

Be certain to protect your investment with an Original Kayak® Liner. 
A correct fit is safer, longer lasting and problem free which means it’s 
more ECONOMICAL. It’s important to note that generic or “made to fit” 
imposter liners may cause installation and performance problems, tear 
easily and need replacement more often. They are not covered by the 
Kayak® warranty. Still not convinced? ASK FOR A FREE SAMPLE. See 
for yourself the quality that’s only available through our Kayak Kata-
logue. We do not sell our liners to any other catalog or internet 
company. Don’t be fooled!

CALL US AT 1-800-526-7337 IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS.

CONSUMER ALERT: Only Genuine Kayak® Liners have our Kayak® 
name imprinted on the liner pattern. If it’s not there, it’s not a Kayak® Liner!

When should you replace your liner?   
• Water loss • Liner fading • Drying • Cracking

• Brittle (above the water line) • Signs of ice damage • Splitting

The Kayak® StayPut Liner System is so easy to 
install, you can do it yourself and 

SAVE MONEY!

25 MIL—30 Year Ltd. Warranty
Part # ........ Swim Area ..Depth .......Retail ..................... NOW
LK263001 ......12’ x 20’......4’ Flat ......... .... $816.00  .......................$600.00*
LK263002 ......12’ x 24’......4’ Flat ......... .... $943.00 ........................$699.00*
LK263003 ......16’ x 24’......4’ Flat ......... .... $1145.00 ......................$807.00**
LK263004 ......16’ x 32’......4’ Flat ......... .... $1429.00 ......................$997.00**
LK263301 ......12’ x 20’......5 1/2’ NDE... .... $878.00 ........................$703.00*
LK263302 ......12’ x 24’......5 1/2’ NDE... .... $1105.00  .....................$799.00*
LK263303 ......16’ x 24’......5 1/2’ NDE... .... $1356.00  .....................$949.00**
LK263304 ......16’ x 32’......5 1/2’ NDE... .... $1618.00 ......................$1092.00**

20 MIL—15 Year Ltd. Warranty
Part # ........ Swim Area ..Depth .......Retail ..................... NOW
LKN253001 ...12’ x 20’......... 4’ Flat .......... $678.00 ........................$489.00*
LKN253002 ...12’ x 24’......... 4’ Flat .......... $786.00 ........................$554.00*
LKN253003 ...16’ x 24’......... 4’ Flat .......... $886.00 ........................$660.00**
LKN253004 ...16’ x 32’......... 4’ Flat .......... $1091.00 ......................$786.00**
LKN253301 ...12’ x 20’......... 5-1/2’ NDE ... $740.00 ........................$593.00*
LKN253302 ...12’ x 24’......... 5-1/2’ NDE ... $878.00 ........................$639.00*
LKN253303 ...16’ x 24’......... 5-1/2’ NDE ... $1105.00 ......................$766.00**
LKN253304 ...16’ x 32’......... 5 1/2’ NDE ... $1329.00 ......................$903.00**
LKN1624H .....16’ x 24’......... 7-1/2’ HPR ... $1105.00 ......................$883.00**
LKN1632H .....16’ x 32’......... 7-1/2’ HPR ... $1329.00  .....................$1029.00**

52" Elite Pool Liners— 
25 MIL—30 year Ltd. Warranty
Part # .........Swim Area ...Depth   Retail ......................NOW
LKE273001 .... 12’ x 20’..... 52".............. $878.00 .........................$731.00*
LKE273002 .... 12’ x 24’..... 52".............. $994.00 .........................$837.00*
LKE273003 .... 16’ x 24’..... 52".............. $1172.00 .......................$984.00**
LKE273004 .... 16’ x 32’..... 52".............. $1512.00 .......................$1260.00**
LKE273301 .... 12’ x 20’..... 5 1/2’ NDE... $945.00 .........................$787.00*
LKE273302 .... 12’ x 24’..... 5 1/2’ NDE .. $1167.00 .......................$975.00**
LKE273303 .... 16’ x 24’..... 5 1/2’ NDE .. $1413.00 .......................$1187.00**
LKE273304 .... 16’ x 32’..... 5 1/2’ NDE .. $1691.00 .......................$1420.00**

*Additional handling applies—see page 42
**Truck freight applies—call for quote

Kayak Pools with Custom Corner Stairs require a special liner. Please call for details.

15/30
YEAR LIMITED

WARRANTY

LinerWater Wall

“Bead Lock” Vinyl Edging
Edging locks edge of liner 
into position

“Bead Lock” Edge
Liner is locked in 
position and won’t 
pop out

SAVE 
  $100 

with Liner and 
Waterwall Kit purchase

FREE 
with every Kayak® Liner: 

Vinyl Edging for the Entire Pool 
AND 

Installation DVD

(Over $150.00 value)

UP
TO

No Diving Sign  
(Aluminum)
The 12” x 18” aluminum sign reminds and 
warns you and your guests that NO DIVING is 
permitted in your pool and that children should 
be supervised at all times.  Remember:  Safety 
should be your #1 Priority

SAFETYNS-CPS1218  
No Diving Sign (Aluminum)  NOW $14.99

ON SALE!
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Kayak® Lifetime Waterwalls 

Original Kayak Pools®  
Waterwall 
Wood wall, aluminum laminate 
on outside and foiled aluminum 
on inside.

Made by Kayak®, for Kayak®, to perfectly fit your 
Kayak® pool. Aluminum variations inside and out 
to protect the wood core. Limited 5-year warranty. 
Waterwall Kits are made up with 4’x4’ panels. 
4’x8’ panels are available. Call for details.

 

    Retail NOW

WPW1220K 12’ x 20’ Kit (16 Walls)     $1375.00 $1166.96*

WPW1224K 12’ x 24’ Kit (18 Walls)  $1547.00 $1310.46*

WPW1624K 16’ x 24’ Kit (20 Walls)  $1719.00 $1452.73*

WPW1632K 16’ x 32’ Kit (24 Walls)  $2063.00 $1743.85*

WPW200 Single Wall (4’ x 4’)                            $85.99 $85.99*

*Please note: All walls and wall kits are subject 
to freight charges. Call today for quote. Thank you.

Kayak Pools® LTD. LIFETIME Waterwall
Aluminum laminate, 
front and back with 
plastic core inside.

Waterwall Kits are made 
up with 4’x4’ panels. 

    Retail NOW

WZK122016K 12’ x 20’ Kit (16 Walls)  $1918.40 $1500.00*

WZK122418K 12’ x 24’ Kit (18 Walls)  $2159.82 $1683.00*

WZK162420K 16’ x 24’ Kit (20 Walls)  $2399.80 $1757.00*

WZK163224K 16’ x 32’ Kit (24 Walls)  $2879.76 $2195.00*

WZ154001 Single Lifetime Wall (4’ x 4’)  $119.99 $119.99

   *Please note: All walls and wall kits are  
subject to freight charges. 

    **Replacement 52” Waterwalls are available. Call 
today for quote. Thank you.

WHITE GRAY

WHITE

LIMITED

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Absolutely the strongest, longest-lasting 
Waterwall for your Kayak® pool

Sure, that’s a strong statement. Fortunately, our quality backs it up. And so does our warranty.

SAVE 
  $100 

with Liner and Waterwall Kit purchase

UP
TO
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Strongest Waterwall for a Kayak®

Remember: Kayak Katalogue is your 
only source for original Kayak® quality. 
Quite simply, Kayak® Lifetime Waterwalls are made stronger, and last longer. 
There’s no better Waterwall for your Kayak® pool because only ours are 
designed, engineered and manufactured to perfectly fit your Kayak® pool. Not 
adapted. Not adjusted.

They’re surprisingly easy to install 
in one afternoon.
You don’t have to take down the whole pool to install your Kayak® Lifetime 
Waterwalls. Simply take down the old walls, and put up the new walls. 
They come complete with everything you need to install them, including 
wall seam tape, necessary hardware and installation DVD, all FREE with 
waterwall kit purchase.

Don’t be fooled by “look a-like walls”
Get a FREE sample and compare for yourself. Our aluminum is thicker, thus 
making the wall stronger. Our core is thicker and our walls are smooth, 
not textured. Texturing the product would give it the “feel” of a thicker 
product, but not the strength! Choosing to use imposter waterwalls may 
void your warranty.

When should you replace your Waterwalls?
If you bought your pool before 1992, seriously consider the value of 
upgrading to Kayak® Lifetime Waterwalls this season. Here are some other 
reasons and considerations: Walk around your pool. Look for bowing, 
buckling, or cracking. These could be signs of interior weakening or water 
damage that you can’t see. If you see any of these signs, you should perform 
preventive maintenance and upgrade now, before you open the pool, for 
maximum enjoyment. Prevent emergency replacement or loss of swim time 
during the season.

Kayak® Lifetime Waterwalls maintains the investment in your pool: 
•  They can easily pay for themselves over time and help keep up the  

resale value.
• Extend the longevity of your pool.
• Give your pool a new look.
• Make your pool safer.

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT
Look for the Kayak® logo when your new 
waterwalls arrive

Here’s Why They’re the Only 
Waterwalls You Need

Kayak® Waterwall Kits 
come complete with:
• FREE installation DVD

• FREE installation hardware

• FREE installation tape 
(Total kit value of $50)

TIP: We recommend replacing your liner when you replace your waterwalls.

TIP: Replacing and upgrading all Waterwalls at the same time saves you time 
and money in the long run, protects your investment, and assures you of a lifetime 
of enjoyment. To help you, we’ve discounted all of our complete wall kits.

Original materials, 
not reconditioned

Strong enough to jump 
or kick off.

Maintenance-free and 
impervious to weather and 
insects. 

Exclusive plastic core 
engineered for light weight 
and exceptional strength.

Attractive, reversible light 
platinum and white.

Aluminum front and back 
won’t chip, crack or peel 
(When properly installed. 
Prevent contact with 
limestone or backfills).

℠

  Join the Club. 
  It’s Easy… and
  Rewarding℠

(See page 2)
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Backyard Entertaining/
Spa Accents

PVC Towel 
Rack 
Convenient storage for towels, 
masks etc. Easy to assemble, 
this water weighted base is a 
great addition at poolside.

ACS-S89032 PVC Towel 
Rack  
NOW $34.99

Leisure Accents 
Storage Step
This amazing spa step can support up to 300 lbs.  It 
has a generous storage compartment and is durable 
and maintenance free.  Available in Redwood, Taupe, 
Gray Portobello and Espresso.  36” x 24” x 14”.

SPAC-LASS36--SC   

36" Storage Step 

 $109.00

Handi Step 2
This multi-
purpose step 
can not only be 
used with your 
spa, but in your 
garage, home, 
for camping etc.  
Extremely dura-
ble blow molded plastic is able to hold up to 300lbs.  
It snaps together with absolutely no hardware and 
has the ability to use with both strait or curved spa.  
Allows for easy, affordable entry into your spa and 
comes with your choice of colors: Gray or Portobello.  
29” x 23” x 14.

SPAC-HS2     Handi Step 2 

NOW $69.99

Signature Spa Step

Strong, sturdy, blow molded construction spa steps with 
dual handrails is the perfect addition to your spa.  This 
signature spa step is quick and easy to install.  Its smart 
design has towel bar and drink holders molded into the 
handrails.  Treads are 36” long.  Available in Redwood, 
Taupe, Gray, Portobello and Espresso.  

SPAC-SSS36-3 Signature Spa Step $329.00
* Special handling applies— $15.00

Premium Bocce Ball 

Enjoy this game of time honored 
tradition in your own backyard. In-
cludes (8) 100mm polyresin professional quality 
etched balls in 4 different colors for multiple team 
play. High quality carrying bag with 2 compartments 
for storage along with the target pallino ball for 
scoring. 

TSW80245

Premium Bocce Ball NOW $49.95

Squish™ Speaker
This small, water-resistant 
Bluetooth speaker is durable 
and has a soft silicone cover.  
The suction cup sticks to 
almost any surface.  Re-
chargeable battery for up to 
6 hours on a single charge.  
Easy to pair with any Bluetooth-enabled device.  
Complete with one-touch speakerphone with built-in 
microphone and volume controls.  

ACS-AUD79767  Squish Speaker Blue  $25.95

ACS-AUD79768  Squish Speaker Orange $25.95

NEW

Whaley Speaker
The Whaley is a high qual-
ity, Bluetooth speaker that 
excels in being durable, 
waterproof and extremely 
versatile in its portabil-
ity.  It floats in water, can 
go underwater, lasts up 
to 10 hours and is fully 
rechargeable.  Tail and suction cup 
attachment is also included.  
It also has the ability to pair 
2 together.

ACS-AUD12169   Whaley Speaker Red $44.95

ACS-AUD12190   Whaley Speaker Gray $44.95

NEW

Waterproof Cell 
Phone Bag
Double Zip closure and fold over 
snaps for triple protection.  Complete 
with breakaway neck cord.  Clear 
windows on both sides provide touch screen access.  Protect 
your phone, camera, wallet etc.  Please read complete instruction 
sheet for use.  Asst. Colors.  4 ½” W x 7-4/5” H.

ACS-A80-44320     Waterproof Cell phone Bag   

NOW $5.99

Dry Paks
If the thought of being without 
your cell phone, PDA, 
camera, wallets or other 
valuables when you’re out 
or near the water makes 
you shudder, you need 
an award winning Dry 
Pak.  It hermetically seals 
out water, sand and dust.  Simply 
twist the knobs to open and twist 
back down to seal.  It’s that simple.  
Comes complete with clear TPU front, padded gray TPU 
back with camera window.  Adjustable neck lanyard 
and iodized aluminum spring hook. 

ACS-KTDP-58W 

Dry Pak Smart Phone, GPS, and PDA Game 

Player Case (5"W X 8"L)    $19.99

ACS-KTDPT-610W 

Dry Pak for Small Tablets and Readers with Ear 

Phone Jack (6"W X 10"L)   $27.99
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Family Fun
Baby Spring Float™ 
Activity Center

Low seat provides a secure center of gravity. Three 
position, adjustable and removable canopy offers 
your child UV protection. Interactive play station with 
activities for every developmental stage. Carry/Stor-
age bag included. Colors vary.

Pool Pouch

The BEST way to store rafts, balls, tubes, toys and 
other pool accessories. Lightweight and Easy to 
Assemble.

   NOW

TWT-POUCH812 Pool Pouch  $24.95

TSW11601   
Baby Spring Float™ Activity Center                     NOW  $34.95

Hurricane Sport Tube
Fresh, eye catching design 
with permanently bonded 
handles is built for water 
action. Assorted colors. 
Ages 8+

TPM87150 
50" Hurricane Sport 
Tube     NOW $22.49

Water Hammock Lounge
Inflate the head and knee supports and relax on this Textelene fabric water hammock and your body will be 

cooled by the water! Assorted colors.  TPM70743     Water Hammock Lounge    NOW  $27.99

Swan Baby Seat

This iconic swan has now been sized 
for the little ones.  Complete with 
Dual Safety Chambers.

TS98400     Swan Baby Seat      NOW   $15.95 

Giant Golden Goose

No golden eggs, but this luxurious Golden Goose 
inflatable is made of metallic material that will shim-
mer and shine across your pool.  

TS90701  

Giant Golden Goose NOW $39.95

Giant LED Light Up Swan

This popular item can now light up your night!  Turn 
your pool into a nighttime party with multiple chang-
ing colors.  

TS90702  

Giant LED Light Up Swan   NOW $99.95

Swim Hat™
This adorable Swim Hat is 
designed to keep baby cool 
and comfortable.  UPF 50+ 
Sun protection.  One size fits 
most.  Ages 9 to 24 months.  Assorted 
designs.

TSW11215        Swim Hat         NOW    $11.69

Chili Peppers 
Add some spice to your 
backyard pool! Pool 
Peppers are the hot new 
choice for cool pool fun. 
Great for hanging out in 
the pool or hanging up for party time decor. 

TS90644 NOW $9.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

3-D Swimmies 

3-D graphics tell the story of The Little Mermaid, 
Spider-man, Avengers or Cars. Dual Air chambers 
and safety valves for Ages 3–5.

TSW28020 3-D Swimmies NOW $4.95
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Family Fun

Bright Color Circles  
Pool Tube

48” Diameter with perimeter rope on brightly color-
circles on red translucent top.

TPM87148                              NOW  
Bright Color Circles Pool Tube    $19.99

Waterproof Playing Cards

Full color, playing card deck is printed on waterproof 
material.

TS91451 Waterproof Playing Cards NOW $6.99

Disney and Marvel  
Kickboards
 Kids can race around with 
their favorite character.  Full 
size kickboard with sturdy, 
buoyant foam and high 
intensity graphics
Asst. Characters.

TSW25082  Disney Kickboard    NOW $6.25

TSW27036  Marvel Kickboard    NOW $6.25

NEW

47" DLX River Cruiser 
Lounge with Water Launcher

Designed 
for rough 
water 
play, this 
extra 
strength, 
22 gauge 
vinyl 
lounge 
seat can be used in your pool, on a river or lake.  It 
includes a back-up air chamber for on the water 
security.  Includes auto-fill pump and shoot launcher 
with built in holster that can shoot water over 35 
feet!  Bonded handles, built-in beverage pocket and a 
perimeter rope are just some of the many features.

TPM85608   NOW
DLX River Cruiser & Launcher  $44.99

Smart Phone Float
You'll get a great reception when you dial up this 
fun phone float mattress. Realistically rendered 
with smart phone screen and icons. This is a call 
you don't want to miss! 68" X 38"

TS90636  NOW 
Smart Phone Float $17.99

Honolulu Mattress
This oval-shape 
design features 
two reversible col-
ors.  The mattress 
center sits lower 
than the perimeter 
and has 40 built-
in water holes 
providing cooling 
comfort along with elevated pillow and foot rest that is 
built into the construction.  72” L x 42” W, deflated.

TPM83000

Honolulu Mattress NOW $16.99

Wild Things Mattress
Zebra Print
Zebra Print, Wild Things 
mattress is complete 
with head rest and drink 
holder.  Adventurously 
Sized and Wildly Com-
fortable. 69” x 35”

TS90352 

Wild Things 

Zebra Lounge

NOW       $25.95

Hot Momma Mattress
Relax and enjoy 
this heavy-duty 
mattress with 
perimeter rope and 
built in beverage 
holders.  This 
mattress has a full 
width gusseted 
pillow and is made of I-beam 
construction.  82” L x 36” W, deflated.

TPM83337   NOW
Hot Momma Mattress  $39.99

Big Daddy Ladder 
Mattress
Classic I-Beam 
construction 
with full width 
integrated gus-
seted pillow, this 
heavy duty lounge 
comes complete 
with built-in beverage holders and snack bin.
82” L x 36” W deflated.

TPM83327   NOW
Big Daddy Mattress  $39.99

Wild Things
Swim over to the wild 
side with this fashion 
zebra print graphic 
ring.  Comfy pillow 
back and cool mesh 
center insert.

TS90552  

Zebra Print Ring NOW $18.99

NEW

NEW
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Family Fun
Lob the Blob

Everyone loves playing an ex-
citing game of cornhole with 
their friends and now you can 
bring the 
action into your own pool. Great for the whole 
family to test your skill and luck at sinking the blobs. 
Constructed of heavy gauge PVC with the speed 
safety valve for fast and easy inflation. Can be teth-
ered down by the grommets in each corner to play in 
your backyard too. Includes 4 green and 4 blue blobs 
and 1 target which has a 37”x 26” playing surface.

          NOW

TSSAHLB-1         Lob the Blob       $34.99

Slot Slam 

Now you can enjoy this 
popular sport in your own 
pool!  This floating target toss 
game includes 3 foam flying 
discs and inflatable target 
buoy.

TS90286 

Slot Slam       NOW   $28.95

Arctic Chill  

Great for the pool, beach or patio, this cooler comes 
complete with 6 beverage holders, snack tray and 
center pocket.  This detachable insulated cooler bag 
with shoulder strap can hold up to 12 – 12oz. cans 

with ice!

TPM54530      Arctic Chill         NOW  $39.99

Jumbo Duck
Oversized 
inflatable 
duck holds 
multiple 
riders and 
adults.  
Large side 
wings assist 
in water 
stability.  
Size de-
flated, 60” long x 46” wide.  Ages 8+

TPM83675  Jumbo Duck Float  

 NOW $39.95

Laser Shark
Climb aboard this 
fun and colorful 
inflatable graphic 
Wet Ski Ride-on 
with constant 
water supply for 
laser gun squirter. 

TS9076        

NOW     $18.99

UFO
This 45” spaceship 
squirter is a retro 
styled Ride-On with 
a constant water 
supply for the Ray-
Gun Squirter.  Out 
of this World!

TS9078     UFO    

NOW     $20.95

Americana Conversation 
Lounge
This 65” x 42” 
Conversation double 
lounger with back 
rests is glorious fun 
for Two! 

TS90413  

Americana 

Conversation 

Lounge 

NOW     $16.99

Americana Mattress

Show your true colors all 
year long!  Inflatable mat-
tress is 75” long. 

TS90176  

Americana Mattress  

NOW     $6.99

American Stars Tube
36”, fun size multi-colored 
tube.  Ages 8+

TPM81264  

36” American Stars Tube  
NOW  $5.95

Spring Slam 

Fun game for your backyard, but designed for 
ultimate portability. Set of 2 lightweight goals with 
ground stakes are included. Goal is to score exactly 
21 points before your opponents!

TSW34668        Spring Slam     NOW  $24.95

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Magnum Sports 
Goggle
Youth/adult size high 
performance, com-
posite  
water sports goggle.

TS9353   NOW

Magnum Sports Goggle  $12.95

Games & Goggles

Vista Fitness 
Goggle
Youth/adult size silicone  
fitness goggle. Antileak, 
anti-fog with quick-adjust strap and mirror lenses!

TS9341    NOW

Vista Fitness Goggle  $8.99

Gogglemates
Get your dolphin 
goggles on and off 
easily  with these 
ouch-free straps. No 
more annoying and 
painful hair pulling, plus they 
float! Asst. Styles

TSW12396  Gogglemates
NOW $9.95

Fish Face Dolphin Goggles
High quality materials 
such as fog-resistant, 
leak resistant and latex 
free makes this goggle 
so popular. Asst. colors. 
Ages 3–8.

TSW12068  

Fish Face Dolphin Goggles    NOW         $4.99

Race One Sprinter 

Quick adjust competi-
tion goggle with anti-
fog UV mirror lenses. 
Youth/Adult. Asst.colors.

TS9386  

Race One 
Sprinter 

NOW $10.99

NEW

Baja Adult Scuba  
Swim Set 

Swim mask 
and snorkel 
set. PVC skirt, 
strap and dry-
top snorkel 
with poly-
carbonate 
lens. Assorted 
colors. Adult 
size.

TPM98420 

 NOW    
Baja Adult Scuba Swim Set $19.95

EZ Fit DLX Sport Goggle
Universal comfort fit for adults and children. Poly 
carbonate 
anti-fog 
lens. 18” 
Adjust-
able 
strap. As-
sorted 
Col-
ors. Ages 
8+

TPM94971  NOW 
EZ Fit DLX Sport Goggle $16.95

Marvel Avengers™ Dive 
Characters
Features Captain America, 
Hulk and Iron Man.  
Ages 5+

TSW27143 
Avengers Dive 
Characters 

NOW $14.95

Star Wars™ Characters & 
Ships

Star Wars Episode 7 ships and characters come 
alive in the 3Dmolded dive stick collection.  3 ships 
or 3 characters in every pack.  Ages  5+.

TSW29099   Star Wars Characters & Ships

NOW $14.95

Disney Frozen™ Dive 
Characters
Sinkable and flexible dive 
characters featuring Elsa, 
Anna and Olaf.  Ages 5+

TSW25341 
Frozen Dive 
Characters 

NOW $11.95

NEW

Finding Dory Dive 
Characters
Soft, flexible dive 
characters include 
Dory, Nemo and 
Hank.  Ages 5+

TSW25284  
Finding Dory Dive Characters  NOW   $17.59

Pick Me Up Pelican™
Your child will 
enjoy learn-
ing through 
active play with 
color and number 
recognition .  Pick 
up the sea creatures 
by squeezing the 
trigger to open the 
friendly pelican’s 
beak.  Includes Peli-
can and (4) sea creatures. 

TSW12057  

Pick Me Up Pelican   

NOW $14.99

NEW

NEW
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Cross Pool Volley
Heavy Duty Net

New blow molded posts with heavy duty net and 
real-feel ball. For decked pools up to 20 ft.

TS9186 Cross Pool NOW $39.95

Fun & Games

2-in-1 GameTM

Combining the two most popular 
games in one, these two heavy duty 
bases along with a durable volley-
ball net that expands 24 feet will 
provide hours and hours of fun and 
excitement for the whole family. 
Pro-style basketball and volleyball included. 

TSW00381 

2-in-1 Game™  NOW $103.99

Pool Jam™ Combo
Basketball/Volleyball Combo

Hard body design with super 
size basketball backboard. 
Instant snap conversion from 
basketball to volleyball. NO 
TOOLS REQUIRED! Includes 
20’ volley net and real-feel 
game balls.

TS9190

Pool Jam™ Combo  NOW $89.95

Pro Side Basketball

Besides swimming, basket-
ball is the # 1 pool sport, a 
must for every pool. Features 
strong, durable construction 
backboard with a deluxe 16” metal rim with nylon 
net. Heavy duty base fills with water or sand for added 
stability. Includes internal backboard light for night 
play, a pro-style basketball and built-in ball rest. (Light 
requires 3 AAA batteries, not included). Ages 6+
TSW12264  Pro Side Basketball $179.99
*Reduced Truck Freight Applies. Call for 

details.

NEW

Deluxe Watersport 
Neon Volleyball
Deluxe Water Sport/Volleyball.  
8.5” diameter

TPM72700
Deluxe Watersport Neon Volley Ball

NOW  $8.95

Pongo Bongo

Beverage pong is a 
very popular game 
these days and 
there’s no better 
place to play on a hot day than in the water! Pongo 
Bongo is a floating inflatable game table equipped 
with 12 cup holders on each side. When you’re done 
playing, turn it over and use it as a pool float or 
air mattress. Ping pong balls included. 88” x 40” 
inflated size.

TSSAHPB

Pongo Bongo                   NOW $56.99

Pinwheel  Squirter™
The water whirls and the 
pinwheel twirls as water 
flies in every direction.  
Ages 3+ Asst. colors.

TSW12086  
Pinwheel Squirter
  
NOW         $12.99

Hydro 5-in-1 game™

Floats in the 
pool or can 
be used in the 
backyard.  It’s 
easy twist-n-
fold design 
insures seam-
less portabil-
ity and storage.  
Basketball hoop 
includes built-in 
ball return.  Disc 
and basketball with textured 
grip is included.  Enjoy the 
Flying disc game, use the target 
for football, water polo or golf, 
Shoot at the Lacrosse opponent 
or play hoops.  You can even 
invent your own game.  Fun for Ages 6+.

TSW34662  

Hydro 5-in1 game                  NOW  $58.79

Hydrovers™
From the pool to 
the playground, 
this motor-
ized Hydrover 
goes anywhere.  
Turbine drive in the pool and free-
wheeling in the dirt.  Requires 2 AA batteries, not 
included.  Ages 5+
TSW12013        Hydrovers™    NOW    $17.69

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Fun & Games

Hydro Basketball™ 
Stylish, durable and 100% Waterproof Cover allows 
kids to shoot easier and farther. Great for all condi-
tions. Ages 5+

             TSW33145  

Hydro Basketball™  NOW  $14.95

Liberty Ball
A colorful and spirited  
choice for water fun. 24”. 
Ages 6+

TPM81251 

Liberty Ball 

$2.99

NEW

Beach Balls

TS9001    24” Beach Ball $1.49

Light up Beach Ball
 

Nighttime comes alive with beach ball fun. Impact 
activated, the ball flashes with bright LED’s in red, 
blue and green! 20”.

TSW12310 Light Up Beach Ball    NOW $4.95

20” Transparent  
Beach Ball 

See-Through Candy 
Colored Beach Ball.

TS90005  
20” Transparent 
Beach Ball  

NOW $1.29

Hydro Rookie Foot-
ball™  

TSW33126  

Hydro Rookie Ball™

$6.95 ea.

Hydro Volley Ball

Official size, 100% 
waterproof design 
with heavy duty 
stitching. Virtually no sting during play!

TSW33136

Hydro Volley Ball NOW $12.95

Beach Balls

14” Inflated 
beach ball 
for Ages 3+.  
Features Frozen, 
Star Wars EP7, 
and Avengers.

TSW28007  

Beach Balls 

$4.99

Reactorz Lite Up 
Soccer Ball

Light up your game 
with reactive light 
technology. Reacts 
with a burst 
of light to 
every touch, tap, 
throw, or kick! 
Sun goes down, 
fun comes up! 
Impact activated 
LED lights have a 
long lasting battery life. 
Size 4 soccer ball. Ages 5+

TSW34526

Reactorz Lite Up Soccer Ball   

NOW $19.99

NEW

Smile Play Balls 
Pack of four 
traditional 6 panel 
beach balls are 
sure to put more 
smiles in your pool.  
4 pack includes 
1 of each color.  
Ages 6+ 

TPM81114  16” 

Smile play Ball (4 

pack)   NOW  $4.99

Star Wars Light-Up 
Hydro Ball 
 
Reactive light technol-
ogy featured – touch, 
tap, bounce to 
activate.  Stormtrooper 
and/or  R2-D2 are 
featured.  4” ball.  
Ages 5+

TSW29062  

Light-Up Hydro Ball      NOW $14.69

NEW

NEW
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Fun, Floats and Lounges
All-Season Tubes: 

Snow/Water
Radster™

48” tube. Ideal for older 
children and adults. Use 
in your pool or on the 
slopes. Heavy duty 
construction.

TS17048AS 
Radster™  NOW $14.95

Snow Trax 
Four-channel slick speed 
design features four accelera-
tion-reads in heavy duty PVC.  
Has four permanently bonded 
handles for side or front grip-
ping.  Constructed in heavy 
duty 16 gauge vinyl for rough 
snow play.  37” Wide x 48” 
Long, deflated.

TPM87103   NOW
Snow Trax   $24.99

Snow Cap
This traditional saucer 
design has a solid center 
seat and bonded handles 
for secure grabbing.  Can 
be used in the pool and it 
made of durable 14 gauge 
vinyl for rough snow play.  
Ages 8+ years.

TPM87102   NOW

Snow Cap   $14.99

Snow Wedge
Slick and sleek triangular 
design features an indent-
ed center seat for comfort.  
Perfect for the pool but is 
a durable 14 gauge vinyl 
for rough snow 
play.  46”W x 49”L de-
flated.  Age 8+ Years.

TPM87101   NOW

Snow Wedge   $16.99

Easy Breeze Air Sofa
For use 
on land or 
water, it is 
portable 
and easy 
to 
inflate in 
seconds.  
No air 
pump required!  Simply 
open the bag and capture 
the wind to inflate, roll end 
and buckle to close.  Lounge in style or use as a sofa 
to hold up to 3 adults.  .  Includes a drawstring carry 
bag for on the go, anytime, anywhere.

TPM-70778

Easy Breeze Air Sofa          NOW       $39.95

Contoured Mattress
Elevated back 
for comfort-
able lounge 
positioning, 
this oversized 
oval shaped 
inflatable has 
an integrated 
beverage 
pocket, perfect for adults.  Size deflated is 86” long 
x 42” wide.

TPM85550  

Contoured Mattress           NOW       $39.95

SunSoft™ Chaise
Sunsoft fabric 
top is soft, cool 
and comfort-
able that has 
a “Bean-bag” 
feel.  It can be 
used in or out 
of the pool!  
Complete with 
multi-chamber 
to adjust infla-
tion, handle and drain.

TS15010L  

Sunsoft Chaise in Lime NOW $59.95

TS15010O

Sunsoft Chaise in Orange NOW $59.95

Sunchaser™ Padded Lux-
ury Lounge 
Chair
Molded Frame with 
pontoon design, this 
luxury lounge features 
a full length, padded 
cushion and extra 
thick pillow head rest.  Assembles in minutes.

TS10010    Sunchaser Lounge    NOW   $124.99

AquaSofa™
Experience resort 
style and comfort 
in your own back-
yard.  This super 
comfortable, fabric 
top and 3 pillows  
is oversized for 3 
adults.  Complete 
with InstaFlate-
System™ which 
includes a pump 
and carry bag.  

TS15135HR      AquaSofa™     NOW     $159.99

Blue/Ice Floating Chair
Unique sit-up de-
sign allows for free-
floating comfort.  
Has a built-in cup 
holder and includes 
a carry bag too!  
38” x 38” x 17”.

TSW80035  

Blue/Ice Floating Chair  

NOW   $44.49

Water Pop Circular Lounge

Comfortable horseshoe back and headrest 
with built-in beverage holder. 
48”Diameter in assorted colors.

TPM85648 
Water Pop Circular Lounge 
NOW  $26.95

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Floats and Inflatables

Spring Float®

Beautiful, graphic print 
designs enhance your 
experience on one of 
the most comfortable 
floats on the market 
today. Carry/storage 
bag included. Asst. 
patterns.
TSW13027 Spring 
Float® 

NOW $24.99

Pillow Top Mattress
Super Comfortable

Super comfortable soft fabric top with removable 
pillow and on board drink cup holder is the ultimate 
in oversized luxury. InstaFlateSystem™ pump and 
carry bag included.

TS16020HR   NOW

Pillow Top Mattress  $69.95

SofSkin Float

Soft, floating foam luxury mattress that never needs 

inflation. Rolls up for easy storage. 74” x 26” x 1 ½”

   NOW
TS12015 
Sofskin Yellow Float  $89.99

TS12025 
Sofskin Coral Float  $89.99

Gecko Hawaii  
Jumbo Mattress

This multicolored, jumbo 
mattress has I-beam 
construction with a full 
gusseted pillow. Contains 
built-in beverage and 
snack holders.  
82”L x 36”W.

TPM83340  

Gecko Hawaii Jumbo 
Mattress 

NOW 
$39.99

Insta-Matt™

Quick to inflate, quick to deflate! It’s a roll me up 
and take me along anywhere inflatable. Asst. colors.

TS90171 Insta-Matt™ NOW $8.95

NEW

Margarita Matt

Take life with a grain of salt and a wedge of lime! The 
Margarita Matt is complete with drink holder. 
74" X 43"

TS90653   NOW
Margarita Matt  $24.95

Ice Cream Dream Float
Fun and frosty 
ice cream cone 
with sprinkles! 
This float 
is specially 
designed to 
elevate the ice 
cream head rest 
when weight is 
applied to the 
center of the 
float. Cool, cute, and comfy too! 72" X 46" 

TS90642   NOW
Ice Cream Dream Float  $19.99

Electric Pump

High capacity electric pump for large inflatables.

TS9095                               NOW
Electric Pump   $27.99

Spring Float Recliner
Offering the best 
comfort with a backrest, 
headrest, cup holder 
and ottoman, this 
reclining spring float 
folds easily and comes 
complete with a carry/
storage bag. Asst. col-
ors.  

TSW13018

Spring Float Recliner  NOW $33.95

Magna 
Pump™
This high capacity, double ac-
tion pump has continuous air 
flow action.  Made of sturdy 
construction, it inflates and 
deflates and is complete with 
multi-use adapters!

TS19125AC  Magna Pump™  NOW $15.99

NEW
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Great Deals: Limited Quantities Available
LED Lights

LITE-MA131781  Cube 8”  

LITE-MA131776  Genesis  

NOW
$54.95

NOW
$54.95

Poolside Solar Shower

 

 

ACS-PM59020             Poolside Solar Shower 

NOW
$137.99

Chair ‘N Chaise 

TPM85675

NOW
$24.95

Tropics Island Lounge

       TPM86157 
 Tropic Island Lounge

NOW
$49.99

Rock n Roller

TPM86011     Rock n Roller 

NOW
$69.99

Across the Pool 
Combo Game
Poolside Volleyball and 
Badminton Set

TS9185     Pool Combo Game  

NOW
$49.97

Giant Spring Jam 

TSW12201  
NOW
$29.95

Rockin’ Horse

TPM86121   Rockin’ Horse 

NOW
$35.99
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Snow Sneaker

TSS30-2710 
45”L x 28”W x 18”H

NOW
$18.95

Great Deals: Limited Quantities Available
Speedster™

TS17055AS Speedster™  

NOW
$21.95

Sunfish Float

TS90549  Sunfish Float

NOW
$18.95

Wild Things 

TS90551    Wild Things  
NOW
$13.99

Outrigger     
           
             

   TS90845    

NOW
$24.95

Swim Combo
TS9600 

Waterslide
TSW28030 
Waterslide 

NOW
$13.99

Splash & Spray Ball

TPM81188 Splash & Spray Ball

NOW
$9.49

NOW
$1.69

Tubester™ 

TS17039AS Tubester™

NOW
$9.99

Neon Frost Mattress 

TPM83160   
Neon Frost Mattress   

Submorphers

TSW12450 Submorphers

NOW
$10.99

Soft Flexible 
Animal Rings

TPM72712     Soft Animal Rings

NOW
$8.49

NOW
$7.95

Leaf Skimmer
ACS-S8040  
Professional Deep 
Bag Leaf Rake 

NOW
$11.95

Deluxe 
Vacuum 
Poles
ACS-S8365
8-16 Ft. Premier Heavy Duty Pole

NOW
$21.96

Back Floor and Wall-
brush 
ACS-S8210    
18” Deluxe 
Floor 
& Wall 
Brush

NOW
$4.95
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Loop-Loc Safety Cover

Non-corrosive  aluminum 
tips are double-notched for 
stability.

®

Safe.
More than a Winter Cover
Loop-Loc  protects your pool, children, 
pets and property year-round. It brackets 
onto the strongest part of your pool. 
Your Loop-Loc cover may even reduce 
your liability insurance premiums.

Strong.
Enough to Hold an Elephant
Your Loop-Loc cover is the only cover 
strong enough to hold an elephant on an 
in-ground application. Non-corrosive 302 
grade stainless steel springs secure your 
cover whatever the wind or weather. 

Easy.
Strong, yet Lightweight
Easy to handle, your Loop-Loc Safety 
Cover clamps on in minutes. No water 
bags required.

Get  to the fun faster with the made-for-
your-pool Kayak® Loop-Loc Safety Cover. 
Kayak® recommends this as the safest and 
strongest cover you can use, and the easiest 
to put on and take off, so you can spend 
more time enjoying your pool, and less time 
opening and closing it.

Highest  quality polyester bonded thread. 
(No cotton fillers that become brittle and 
are unacceptable for safety use.)

Durable double-thick solid polypropylene 
webbing straps surround entire perimeter, 
not just corners.

Don’t Have a Kayak® Pool?
Loop-Loc Covers may fit other types of rectangular pools

And... there’s no additonal charge—Call for details.

If you have a Kayak® Pool, you need a  
Club Kayak® Loop-Loc Safety 
Cover. Careful of competitors that 
mimic the Loop-Loc look, but not 
the quality. Buy from Kayak® and 
be sure you’re protected by the 
Loop-Loc Safety Cover.

3/16” thick extruded chafing strips, 
1” wide,  as used under the cover for 
coping wear as opposed to hollow 
molded strips). They’re manufactured with 
exclusively virgin material, not recycled or 
seconds. Patented anchoring system 

eliminates water bags. Unique 
brass anch ors recess flush for 
use with wood decks.
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Insist on the original and best.
This  is a Club Kayak® exclusive, available only from this 
Katalogue or our website. After extensive research, we 
commissioned Loop-Loc to create a special edition cover 
made to our exacting specifications, with an exclusive 
Kayak® logo. It’s the world’s first and only mesh safety 
cover manufactured specifically for your Kayak® decked 
on-ground pool.

Clean.
No Worries
Loop-Loc keeps out pets, pests and 
leaves  so there’s no pumping or 
draining the water off the top of the 
cover.

Fit.
Fits Like a Glove
Unlike other covers made “for use
with” Kayak®, only the Kayak® Loop-
Loc  Safety Cover—made for Kayak®—
fits your pool like no other cover. Buy 
from us and be sure.

Smart.
Protect your Investment
A Kayak® Loop-Loc Safety Cover—
backed by a 12-year warranty—can 
also protect your investment and extend 
the life of your pool. Many commercial 
pools insist on Loop-Loc’s highest 
quality polyester bonded thread.

Complete.
Everything you Need
Each  Loop-Loc cover comes complete 
with on-ground brackets, stainless steel 
springs, vinyl spring covers, installation 
tool and poly storage bag.

LOOP-LOC Replacement Parts
Part # Description NOW
CL616035    Short Spring $11.75
CL616040    Long Spring $12.50
CL616041    End Cap for Strap $.99
CL616046    Black Spacer $.99
CL616047    Wood Deck Anchor $7.85
CL616048    Aluminum $19.50
 Adjustable Bracket 
CL616050    Solid On-Ground Bracket $9.99
CL616TOOL   Rod Installation Tool $28.00
CL616STRAP    Green Extension Strap $22.00
CL616STRAPB Blue Extension Strap $23.60
CLPATCH   Green Patch Kit $24.95
CLBPATCH   Blue Patch Kit $25.95

All Winter Algaecide
Treats up to 20,000 gallons. Helps  
keep pool algae free over the winter  
and makes spring clean up easier.  
(1/2 gallon.)

CB235915 $12.99
Winter Algaecide

Exclusive Kayak® Edition Designer Blue 
LOOP-LOC On-Ground Swimming 
Pool Covers
The following covers are for Kayak® and other* standard pools with 8’ end 
deck and three sides of 2’ walk around deck or 16’ x 24’ or 16’ x 32’ full 
side decks.

Swim  Pool Size  Pool w/   
Order # Area Deck                Style                              Retail     NOW
CLB1220 12’ x 20’ 16’ x 30’       End Deck                       $1030.00      $669.50
CLB1224 12’ x 24’ 16’ x 34’       End Deck $1092.00 $715.92
CLB1624 16’ x 24’ 20’ x 34’       End Deck $1232.00 $838.25
CLB1632 16’ x 32’ 20’ x 42’       End Deck $1375.00 $935.00
CLB1624FSD 16’ x 24’ 26’ x 28’       Full Side Deck $1242.00 $1015.87
CLB1632FSD  16’ x 32’ 26’ x 36’       Full Side Deck $1414.00 $1188.89

* Call for details.  
Custom covers for other Kayak deck configurations are available. Please call for pricing.

LOOP-LOC Green On-Ground 
Swimming Pool Covers
New Super Mesh II
The following covers are for Kayak® and other* standard pools with 8’   
end deck and 3 sides of 2’ walkaround deck or 16’ x 24’ or 16’ x 32’ full 
side decks.  

Swim  Pool Size  Pool w/    
Order # Area Deck Style  Retail NOW
CL616051 12’ x 20’ 16’ x 30’ End Deck  $1007.00 $629.98
CL616052 12’ x 24’ 16’ x 34’ End Deck  $1083.00 $676.98
CL616053 16’ x 24’ 20’ x 34’ End Deck  $1224.00 $770.88
CL616054 16’ x 32’ 20’ x 42’ End Deck  $1370.00 $862.96
CLG1624FSD 16’ x 24’ 26’ x 28’ Full Side Deck  $1238.00 $992.88
CLG1632FSD  16’ x 32’ 26’ x 36’ Full Side Deck  $1401.00 $1141.96
* Call for details.  
Custom covers for other Kayak deck configurations are available. Please call for pricing.

Your Exclusive Kayak® 
Edition Designer Blue 
cover comes complete:
•  Exclusive  Kayak® Edition  
Designer Blue Loop-Loc Cover

•  FREE Aquador and Return Plug  
($25 value)

Loop-Loc Safety Cover

FREEAQUADORTM RETURN PLUGwith Blue LOOP-LOCpurchase

ON SALE NOW!

ON SALE NOW!

℠
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Winter Covers

Supreme Covers
10 Year Limited Warranty
Our Supreme cover is made of heavy duty, extra durable woven polyethylene, 
which makes it the best cover available. It is also heavily coated with U.V. inhibi-
tors, so it won’t crack or rot due to the sun’s rays. Resistant to closing chemicals 
and mildew.

Order # Swim Area  Retail NOW
CH569201 12’ x 20’ 6’ Overlap $234.99  $157.99
CH569202 12’ x 24’ 6’ Overlap $270.99  $184.99
CH569203 16’ x 24’ 6’ Overlap $331.99  $223.99
CH569204 16’ x 32’ 6’ Overlap $419.99  $278.99

Reversible 
Winter Cover
12 Year Limited 
Warranty
One Great Cover—2 Great 
Choices. This high qual-
ity cover has all the 
features you’d expect 
from Kayak Pools®. 
A full 6 foot overlap 
will provide the right 
amount of fabric to accommodate 
your pool. Reinforced, triple edge fabric and binding 
for maximum strength. Water sleeve loops and tarp 
tabs every 4 feet! Winterizing and warranty instruc-
tions are included with every cover.

Order # Swim Area  Retail NOW
CH769001 12’ x 20’ 6’ Overlap $249.99 $172.99
CH769002 12’ x 24’ 6’ Overlap $278.99 $188.99
CH769003 16’ x 24’ 6’ Overlap $339.99 $228.99
CH769004 16’ x 32’ 6’ Overlap $429.99 $290.99

Deluxe Covers 

10 Year Limited Warranty
ATTENTION Kayak® OWNERS! For those of you who are keeping more and more 
water in your pool over the winter by using a plug for the return and the Aquador 
System for covering the skimmer, we now carry a 10 year winter cover with a 5 foot 
overlap. Each cover comes complete with a tarp tab in each corner and loops to 
help hold the water sleeves in place.

Order # Swim Area  Retail NOW
CH559001 12’ X 20’ 5’ Overlap $113.99  $76.99
CH559002 12’ X 24’ 5’ Overlap $131.99  $89.99
CH559003 16’ X 24’ 5’ Overlap $166.99  $111.99
CH559004 16’ X 32’ 5’ Overlap $191.99  $126.99

Standard Covers 

6 Year Limited Warranty
Economical,  durable cover. Made of strong woven polyethylene, U.V. stabilized 
black carbon, tapes and triple edge bindings. Tarp tabs every 4’.

Order # Swim Area  Retail NOW
CH569001 12’ x 20’ 6’ Overlap $155.99  $102.99
CH569002 12’ x 24’ 6’ Overlap $179.99  $119.99
CH569003 16’ x 24’ 6’ Overlap $219.99  $147.99
CH569004 16’ x 32’ 6’ Overlap $292.99  $193.99

Imperial Covers 
8 Year Limited Warranty
One  tough cover! Has tighter weave than our standard cover. Made of high density 
carbon tapes for prolonged outdoor exposure. Tarp tabs every 4’. Our most popular 
cover!

Order # Swim Area  Retail NOW
CH569101 12’ x 20’ 6’ Overlap $189.99  $128.99
CH569102 12’ x 24’ 6’ Overlap $217.99  $146.99
CH569103 16’ x 24’ 6’ Overlap $265.99  $177.99
CH569104 16’ x 32’ 6’ Overlap $336.99  $222.99

We recommend that water sleeves be used with every winter cover. See page 39 for details.

Benefits of Purchasing Your 

Winter Cover 
From Kayak Pools®

• All covers are specifically designed for Award Winning Kayak Pools®

• Heavy duty Tarp Tabs every 4’ on 6’ overlap covers designed to work with your posts
• Heavy duty water bag loops every 4’
• Triple binding using resistant nylon threads
• Non-corrosive, non-abrasive, reinforced

ON SALE NOW!
Save 10% on any in-stock 
winter cover on this page

Sale Ends May 01, 2017
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Winter Products - On Sale Now! 

Leaf Catcher Covers
Great for Spring & Fall
Leaf Catcher’s mesh webbing catches 
any leaves and debris before they get 
on your cover. Simply remove in early 
October and your pool will be virtually 
free of leaves and debris next spring. 
Great for pools with heavy tree cover.

• Protects your pool liner from debris
• Great for use during spring and fall
• Protects your pump from possible burn out  

due to clogging from leaves and debris
• Specifically sized for Kayak Pools®

Order #     Swim Area       Cover Size  NOW
CH669001      12’ x 20’        16’ x 24’  $74.95
CH669002      12’ x 24’        16’ x 28’  $86.95
CH669003      16’ x 24’        20’ x 28’  $107.95
CH669004      16’ x 32’        20’ x 36’  $138.95
CH669006      18’ x 36’        22’ x 40’  $166.95
CH669007       24’ Rd.         26’ Rd.  $134.95

Not to be used as winter or safety cover. Tie downs not included.

Water Sleeves
8’ double chambered, 100% virgin vinyl 
expands and contracts with the weather. 
Each bag is pressure tested. Especially 
effective when used with wall bags

CH569451 Double Sleeve WAS $6.39  NOW $5.45ea.

CH569450 Single Sleeve WAS $5.95  NOW $4.75ea.

Aquador™

Skimmer Closure System 
Easy installation, simply replace the skimmer 
face with the Aquador™ plate and snap on 
lid. No special tools are required. Save $$$ 
on treated pool water. Protects the skimmer 
through the winter. We recommend replacing 
the skimmer gaskets as well. (Two required)

FH274500 Aquador      $24.95
FH274501 Replacement Lid Only     $14.95
FH284122 Skimmer Gasket   $2.99 ea.

Kayak® Winter Care Kits
Winter  care products are designed to keep pool 
water clean during the winter months, making 
spring start-up quick and easy. Winter care prod-
ucts are specifically designed to meet the needs of 
winter pool water.

Medium Kit Large Kit
(up to 10,000 gallons) (up to 20,000 gallons)
1 lb. Winter Chlor 2 lbs. Winter Chlor
1 lb. Winter Powder Algaecide 2 lbs. Winter Powder Algaecide
1 lb. Winter Alkalizer 2 lbs. Winter Alkalizer

CB235912 Medium Kit            NOW  $21.95
CB235913 Large Kit                NOW  $35.95

Economy Winter Kit
 • For pools up to 10,000 gallons
 • 1 lb. Winterizing Powder Algaecide
 • 1 qt. PREMIUM grade winterizer
We suggest you purchase 1 lb. of Shock 
CB235220 for $3.99 to add to the above 
chemicals so that you have everything you 
need for crystal clear water in spring.

CB2750 Economy Kit              WAS   $14.99       NOW  $11.99

Air Pillow
Durable, vinyl, inflatable pillow designed to raise 
winter covers. For use on above ground pools.

CH569452 (4x4) Air Pillow     WAS    $7.99          NOW   $6.79Winter Cover Wall Bags
Wall  bags secure your winter cover to the wall of 
your pool, reducing damage to the cover caused by 
billowing. In higher wind areas or for larger pools, 
double up for extra protection.

CH569453     Wall Bags (4 per pkg.) 

WAS $17.99 NOW $15.29

Kayak Pools® Spring Opening and  
Winter Closing DVD
Perfect for new pool owners. Step-by-step instructions on how to properly open and 
close your Kayak® pool.   
VTN1025109D Opening and Closing DVD  $19.95
SAVE $10 with any Winter Closing Kit purchase  $9.95

Winterizing Plugs 
For Return Fittings
Threaded plug with wrench top or rubber 
expansion plug with wing nut.

FH277604 Rubber Expansion Plug w/ Wing Nut  $2.50 ea.
FHSP1022C Threaded Plug   $1.95 ea.

Skimmer Plug
Fits your standard issued Kayak Skimmer, this 
skimmer plug fits like a cork in a bottle!  The 
patented Skimmer Plug offers a revolutionary 
method for winterizing your pool.  No installation 
tools are required, it fits securely into the skim-
mer opening using thermos insulated layer that 
expands to plug and grip the faceplate. Fits Kayak Skimmer.

ACS-SPTAGSD-H2 Skimmer Plug  $17.95 ea.
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Order Form 

E-mail Address: ________________________________________

Method of Payment (Payable in U.S. Funds)

 Certified Check or Money Order required for orders over $200.00

  Personal Checks accepted on orders under $200.00—Personal Check 

orders will be held for 10 business days

DO NOT SEND CASH

Total Goods

Truck Freight*
Call for Quote (See page 42 for details)

Handling Charge—See Chart

Additional Handling—$38.95
(If Applicable) 

Subtotal

New York Residents Add Sales Tax 

Grand Total

Handling Fees (Standard)
.50 to 24.99 $7.95
25.00 to 99.99 $12.95
100.00 to 200.00 $23.95
201.00 to 299.00 $26.95
300.00 and up $33.95
Additional Handling $38.95

*PLEASE NOTE: All trucking companies require customers to provide assistance in unloading shipments. Upon receipt of your order, inspect the packaging 
carefully. Any visible or concealed damage must be reported to the driver immediately. Be sure to note any damage on the bill of lading. If damage is not noted on 
the bill of lading, it will be the responsibility of the consumer to file a claim with the freight company. Call us immediately. Thank You.

(County)

Card# Exp.Date

Signature/Name as it appears on card

Include your e-mail address for information about your order 
and Club Kayak specials

 Qty. Item Number Description Unit Price Total Price

CVV2 #

Bi
ll 

T
o: Name

Address

City State Zip

Daytime Phone Sh
ip

 T
o: Name

Address

City State Zip

Daytime Phone

 Call Toll Free:  1-800-526-7337
 Fax:  716-683-7800
 Mail To:  Kayak Katalogue Corp. 
  2000 Commerce Parkway 
  Lancaster, New York 14086

 Shop Online:  www.kayakpools.com
  Join the Club. 
  It’s Easy… and
  Rewarding

℠

(See page 2)
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FREE Shipping
(Handling as low as $6.95)

How to Order
Placing Your Order
We will be happy to take your order by telephone, fax 
or mail. When calling in your order, please have your 
credit card number, your name as it is printed on your 
credit card and expiration date. We recommend that 
you use our handy order form even when calling to 
insure the accuracy of your order.

If you are faxing or mailing your order, we ask that 
you print all the required information necessary to 
process your order. A handling charge will be added 
to each order. Additional handling fee will be added 
when noted. Orders delivered outside the contiguous 
United States will incur a special handling fee. New 
York State residents please add sales tax. If you are 
ordering an item that requires truck shipment, please 
call for freight quote.

To Order
 Call Toll Free: 1-800-52-ORDER  
  (1-800-526-7337)
 In New York: 716-683-7900
 or Fax: 716-683-7800
 or Mail to: Kayak Katalogue Corp. 
  2000 Commerce Parkway 
  Lancaster, New York 14086
 or Shop On-line: www.kayakpools.com

Method of Payment
We gladly accept: Visa, Mastercard, American Express, 
Discover, certified check or money order payable in 
U.S. funds. Personal checks will be held for ten busi-
ness days before order is shipped. Do not send cash.

Order Processing
Most orders are processed within 48 hours. 
Delivery of all UPS shipments are according 
to schedule. Truck freight shipments may take 
longer. We ask that you order well in advance to 
accommodate possible delays.

Back Orders
In the unlikely event that an item is backordered, all 
in-stock items will be shipped without delay and a 
notation will be made on your packing slip denoting 
the backorder. All backordered items will be shipped 
as soon as they are in stock. If you wish to cancel a 
backordered item or make a substitution, please notify 
us immediately. Most backorders are filled within a 10 
day period.

Rush Delivery
All next day and second day shipments must be 
placed before 12:00 pm (noon) EST, Monday through 
Friday. Shipping charges will be based on the type 
of service requested and total weight of the items 
purchased. Additional charges for Saturday delivery 
also apply.

Ground Delivery
Most orders will be shipped via UPS or USPS. It is 
important to consider where your packages are to be 
delivered. They generally will leave your packages on 
your doorstep if there is no one there to receive them. 
Handling fees apply to all orders within the conti-
nental United States. International shipments require 
special handling. Should damage or shortage occur, 
keep all packaging (box, envelope, etc.).  UPS and 
USPS reserves the right to inspect 
packaging.  Call for details.

Truck Shipment
In the event of a truck shipment, there must be 
someone at the shipping address to receive and sign 
for the shipment and provide unloading assistance. 
Please inspect all merchandise upon receipt. Any 
visible or concealed damage must be reported to the 
driver immediately. 

YOU MUST NOTE ANY DAMAGE ON THE BILL OF 
LADING. If damage is not noted on the bill of lading, 
it will be the responsibility of the consumer to file a 
claim with the freight company. Call us immediately at 
1-800-526-7337 to further report the damage.
If an error should occur on your order, please contact 
us immediately so that we may rectify the situation 
promptly. We are dedicated to provide you with first 
rate service and quality products.

Warranties
All Kayak Manufactured Products are handled directly 
by us. Please call us at 1-800-526-7337 for instruc-
tions. Should you need to claim warranty on all other 
products, please follow the manufacturer’s warranty 
procedures that are included with that product.

Expectations
Kayak Katalogue prides itself on exceptional quality 
and workmanship of our products and personnel. Our 
shipments are carefully inspected before leaving our 
warehouse to minimize errors. Your business is ex-
tremely important to us—we will make every attempt 
to satisfy your needs.

We’re Only Human
Sometimes during the katalogue production process, 
errors may occur. Therefore, we are not responsible 
for typographical errors or color variations. Color 
variations do occur during the printing process and 
therefore may be different from the product received. 
Every attempt is made to minimize these fluctuations. 
Prices subject to change without notice. Prior sales 
excluded.

Drop Shipments and 
Substitutions
If an item is temporarily out of stock, we occasion-
ally drop-ship the item to you direct from the factory. 
If this is not possible, we will make an appropriate 
substitution of an equivalent product made by another 
manufacturer. If this cannot be made in a timely 
fashion, the item will be cancelled from your order 
and you will be credited accordingly.

Returns
We will be happy to refund or exchange items within 
the time frame and conditions outlined below:

• You must call within 10 days of receipt for a re-
turn authorization number. After 10 days, a 15% 
restocking charge will apply to returns issued a 
return number.

• We will accept returns within 30 days of the 
purchase date, with an RGA number. Returns 
received with an RGA number after 30 days will 
incur a 20% restocking fee. 

• All items must be returned prepaid and insured. 
• Any returned and or refused merchandise that is 

sent back without an authorization number will 
incur a 15% restocking charge if received within 
30 days. No credit will be given after 30 days 
without a RGA number.

• Merchandise must be returned in the original 
carton or package with all manuals, warranty 
cards and parts.

• Used or defective items will be exchanged for the 
exact same item only.

• Freight charges on refused truck shipments other 
than damage will be the responsibility of the 
customer.

• All sales of videos, DVD’s, manuals and chemicals 
are final. No returns will be accepted. All pool 
alarms and other electronic devices may not be 
returned for credit. If it is a warranty issue, it will 
be repaired or replaced according to the terms of 
the manufacturer’s warranty.

• Liners may not be returned if opened. Measure 
carefully before ordering and check the outside of 
the box to confirm correct size before opening.

• Returns on custom orders will be accepted for 
manufacturers defects only.

• Pending inspection, an exchange, credit or refund 
will be issued for the value of the item(s) less 
restocking charge if applicable and any taxes 
charged. Shipping and handling fees are non-
refundable.

• The above conditions also apply to all items 
ordered late in the season for use in the following 
year. Open all packages immediately and notify us 
of any discrepancies within 10 days.FREE Shipping

(Handling as low as $7.95)
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For 1979 to 1987 Kayak Pools® Hi-Rate Sand Filter Complete Power-Flo II 
Pump & Motor
See page 12 for details.

    
FHSP1780       Power-Flo II (1 H.P.)
Retail  $399.95   
NOW    $259.99
 
FHP/SPX1250WA    6’ Power Cord 
NOW    $27.73 
FHP/SPX1550WA1    3’ Twist Lock Cord  
NOW    $41.98
 

 Ref# Part # Description Price
 1 FHSP07121 Complete Multiport Valve $139.95
 1a* FHP/SPX0710MA Site Glass (Not Shown) $7.02 2 FHP/
ECX270861 Pressure Gauge $20.81
 3 FHP/SX200Z6 O-Ring $14.11
 6 FH274141 1/4” x 11/16” O.D. Flat Washer $.66
 7 FHP/SX160QA Lateral Assembly w/Center Pipe $89.95
 8 FHP/SX160Z1 O-Ring $37.25
 9 FHP/SX200Q Lateral $4.84
 11 FHP/SX200H Bottom Screen $5.22
 12 FHP/ECX1642215 1/4” x 20 x 1 3/4” Hex Head Bolt $3.08
 13a* FHP/SX200Z5 O-Ring 13/16” O.D.-1979 Only $2.12
 13b FHP/SX200Z14 O-Ring 1” O.D.-1980 to present $2.22
 14 FHP/SX200Z9 Gasket Drain Cap $1.43
 15 FHP/SX200Z8A Drain Cap with Gasket $4.48
 16 FHP/SX200EB Drain Pipe Assembly $21.32 
   (Includes cap and gasket)
 18 FH614062K High Pressure Hose $16.49
 19+20 FHP/ECX1108A Pump Mounting Screws & Washer $4.21
 23 FHSP1493 1 1/2” Economy Quick Connect* $9.95 
   (not shown)
 23a FH274012 1 1/4” Economy Quick Connect* $7.49 
   (not shown)
*Limited Quantities Available

Replacement Parts 

 Ref# Part # Description Price

 1 FHP/SPX1500N2 Bolt, No. 10-24 Hex Head $1.82

 2 FHP/SPX1705B Housing Cover $52.57

 3 FHP/SPX1705Z1 Housing Gasket O-Ring $12.63

 4 FHP/SPX1711C Impeller $32.45

 5 FHP/SPX1500KA Seal Assembly $28.00

 6 FHP/SPX1705AA Pump Housing $67.47

 7 FHP/SPX1500Y2 Nut No. 10-24 Hex $1.67

 10 FHP/SPX1500CAP Strainer Housing w/ Basket $71.53

  11 FHP/SPX1500W Strainer O-Ring $3.20

 12 FHP/SPX1500RA Check Valve Assembly $25.76

 13A FHP/SPX1250RA Basket Prior to 1992 $10.93

 13B FHP/SPX1500LX Basket New Style 1992 to present $13.39

 14 FHP/SPX1500P Strainer Cover O-Ring $7.21

 15 FHP/SPX1500D2A Strainer Cover with O-Ring $42.40

 16 FHP/SPX1700FG Drain Plug–optional $4.19

 17 FHP/SPX1510Z1XE Motor 1 Hp w/ Switch $266.94

For 1979 to 1987 Kayak Pools® Power-Flo II Pump
See page 16 for details

Join the Club. It’s Easy… 
and Rewarding
•  Purchase points that convert to Katalogue Cash and save you more money.
•  10% off any toy or game from this Katalogue.
•  Advance notice on close-out merchandise.
•  Sneak previews of the latest Kayak® pool enhancements.

17
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(See page 2)
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Replacement Parts

 Ref# Part # Description Price

 1A FP262506 Clamp Style Multiport Valve $149.99
 1B FP277031 Threaded Style Multiport Valve $129.95
 2 FPP/154493 O-Ring (Valve Body) Closure  $5.19
 3 FPP/155064 O-Ring for Standpipe $1.14 
 4 FPP/152165 Clamp (Plastic 2-Piece) $23.95
 5 FP277030 Pressure Gauge $15.03
 6 FP145320 S.D. Tank and Mult.  $429.99 
 7 FPP/155061 Pipe Assy. w/ Hub 17” $44.54
 8 FPP/152290 Lateral 6-11/16” TA 40,50,60 (8 req.) $7.18
 10 FPP/154685 Spigot 1/2” NPT Sand Drain  $17.45

 Ref# Part # Description Price

 1 FP262506 Multiport Valve $149.99 
 2 FPP/272541 O-Ring for Multiport $7.64 
 3 FPP/152165 Clamp $23.95 
 4 FPP/155062 Pipe Ass. 20-1/8” $46.39 
 5 FPP/152290 Lateral 6-11/16” Long (8 Req)  $7.18 
 6 FP154520/S Foot $92.36 
  8 FPP/192115 O-Ring Drain Plug (2013 + prior) $1.20 
 8A FPP/154712 Drain Cap (post 2013) $28.19
 9A FPP/154711 Drain (post 2013) $16.35
 10 FPP/154713 Gasket, Sand Drain 1” (2013 + prior)  $1.51
 10A FPP/154715 Gasket for Drain (post 2013) $5.43
 11 FPP/145341 Tank Shell Only (Almond)  $279.89 
 13 FP155050/S Pressure Gauge $19.06 
  15 FPP/272550 Site Glass (not shown)  $12.72 
 16 FPP/271106 Gasket for Site Glass $2.72 
 17 FPP/152901 Base for Sand Dollar System  $109.99 
 18 FPP/273512 Air Bleeder with O-Ring $10.91 
 19 FPP/354570 1.5” Quick Connect (not shown) $56.31

 Ref# Part # Description Price

 1 FPP/356495 Motor 1HP $170.57
 2 FPP/354633 Diffuser $99.52
 3 FPP/354542 Nut 10-24 S.S. (6 required) $1.48
 4 FPP/354634 O-Ring Bracket Diffuser $7.72
 5 FPP/354545 Seal $26.77
 6 FPP/355122 Impeller 1-HP $32.75
 7 FPP/354630 Housing Body $110.38
 8 FPP/354541 Screw-10-24 x 1 3/8” Slotted Hex $2.04
 9 FPP/154481 Plug-1/4” Drain $2.94
 10 FPP/273062 O-Ring $1.55
 11 FPP/354530 Pot $97.79
 12 FPP/354548 Basket with Handle $18.82
 13 FPP/354533 O-Ring Lid $8.81
 14 FPP/354531 Lid $55.83
 15 FP277023 Valve-Check $14.95
 16 FP277024 Bracket-Check Valve Securing $4.95
 18 FP277026 Adapter-1 1/2” Threaded Quick Connect $8.95
 20 FPP/352256 Nut-1 1/2” Quick Connect $9.76
 21 FPP/354571 O-Ring for Quick Connect $3.34
 22  FHSP1493 1 1/2” Economy Quick Connect (complete)* $9.95 
 22a FH274012 1 1/4” Economy Quick Connect (complete)* $7.49
 * FP277050K High Pressure Hose with Fittings (not shown) $39.95
 * FP340197 Dynamo Pump and Motor (complete) $279.96

See page 16 for details

Sand Dollar™/
Cristal Flo II 
Replacement Parts

1 HP Dynamo Pump and Motor 
with Adapter Kit  

For Sand Dollar and 1988 and 1989 Kayak Pools®

TA40 Tank with 
Top Mount Valve
For 1988 and 1989 
Kayak Pools®
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Replacement Parts

 Ref# Part # Description Price
 1 FSP/AS920ELL Motor 115V $219.99
 3 FSP/U11-182PM Collar, Union $14.22
 4 FSP/U11-201P1 Adapter Union $12.95
 5 FSP/U9-226 O-Ring $1.99
 6 FSP/17301-0150 Seal Plate $64.87
 7 FSP/35505-1438 O-Ring for Seal Plate $8.55
 8 FSP/37400-0027S Seal $28.28
 9 FSP/C105-228PG Impeller $54.52
 10 FSP/C101-272P Front Plate Assembly $68.69
 11 FSP/WC78-4OT Drain Plug, 1/4 $3.26
 12 FSP/C3-139P1 Pump Trap Cover $52.22
 13 FSP/U9-229 O-Ring for Trap Cover $13.19
 14 FSP/C108-33P Strainer Basket $12.47
 15 FSP/C153-53P1 Trap Body $105.57
 16 FSP/U178-920P Pipe Plug 1/4 NPT (w/O-Ring) $3.26
 17 FSP/30327-0058 Bolt, Hex Head 1/4-20 x 1-3/4” $.99
 18 FSP/U43-117SS Washer, 1/4” Flat $.79
 19 FSP/U43-10SS Lockwasher, 1/4” $.99
 20 FSP/C20-123 Gasket $8.77
 21 FSP/U30-64SS Capscrew 5/16-18 x 1-1/4” $3.75
 22 FSP/U43-11SS Lockwasher, 5/16” $2.15
 23 FSP/U43-41SS Washer 5/16” Flat $1.90
 * FSP/U117-1117 Cord Assembly—Straight Plug 3’ $35.00
 * FSP/31953-0101 Cord Assembly—Twist Lok Plug 3’ $47.43
 * FSP/31953-0116 Cord—6’ Non UL $17.11

 Ref# Part # Description Price
 1 FSP/27001-0054 Posi-Lok Ring $194.32
 2 FSP/25010-0200 Air Release Valve Assembly $17.45
 3 FSP/27001-0020S Tank Shell Upper Half $291.03
 4 FSP/27001-0060S Tank O Ring—Pre 3/97 $50.25
 4 FSP/27001-0061S Tank O Ring—4/97 to Present $50.71
 5 FSP/27001-0009S Tank Shell Lower Half  $494.39
   w/ Posilok Ring
 6 FSP/27001-0051 Safety Latch For Ring $13.68
 7A FSP/27001-0022S 1 1/2” NPT Plug w/ O-Ring $2.72
 7B FSP/24900-0509 Adapter Fitting—Pre 10/03 $25.85
 7B2 FSP/24900-0510 Adapter Fitting—11/03 to Present $25.85
 8 FSP/35505-1424 O-Ring $8.53
 9 FSP/U78-820P 2” NPT x 1 1/2” NPT Reducer $12.52
 10 FSP/15060-0000T Pressure Gauge $42.51
 11 FSP/24800-0121 Air Bleed Assembly $16.87
 12A FSP/27002-0100S Cartridge Filter—100 sq. ft. $258.34
 12B FSP/27002-0150S Cartridge Filter—150 sq. ft. $383.51 
12C FSP/27002-0200S Cartridge Filter—200 sq. ft. $481.38 
* FS27001-0032 Extension Base (Not Shown) $49.95
 13 FSP/27001-0031 Platform Base (JWP) $137.59
 13A FSP/155333P Systems Base (OptiFlo) $92.07 
14 FSP/27001-0130S Spring Check Valve Assembly $21.10
 15 FSP/27001-0120 Union Half Assembly (JWP) $42.17
 15A FSP/155374 Pump to Filter Hose Assembly (OptiFlo) $47.48
 16 FSP/U9-226 O-Ring $1.99
 * FSP/155322 Base Ring (OptiFlo) $9.99
   * FSU111-185P Quick Connect (tank to return) $31.95

 NOW
$162.99
$249.97
$339.95

SAVE 
$130

on Cartridges

UP
TO

JWP 1 H.P. Pump Series

Modular Media Filter System

 *Not Shown

(Pump discontinued by manufacturer 2011. Parts still available)

 Ref# Part # Description Price
 1 FSP/357161 Drain Plug, 3 req. $3.84
 2 FSP/354545S Mechanical Seal $28.02
 3 FSP/350017 Impeller—1 hp $59.08
 4 FSP/192115 O-ring, 3 req. $1.20
 5 FSP/357213 Volute Assembly $26.35
 6 FSP/357255 O-ring 2-357, 2 req. $5.40
 7 FSP/357227 Lid $11.68
 8 FSP/357228 Pot Assembly $24.09
 9 FSP/357239 Clamp Ram & Cam $14.14
 10 FSP/357254 1/4-20 Square Nut, 4 req. $1.35
 11 FSP/355667 Basket $21.29
 12 FSP/357215 Seal Plate $32.70
 13 FSP/350103 O-ring $5.40
 14 FSP/9820900 1/4-20 x 1.5 Machine Screw, 4 req. $1.91
 * FSP/79137800 Cord—3 Ft. long, Standard 15 Amp Plug $62.96
 * FSP/155234 Cord—3 Ft. long, Twist Lock 15 Amp Plug $75.07

OptiFlo Pump

13

15

16

 *Not Shown

 *Not Shown
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Replacement Parts 
 Ref# Part # Description Price

  2a/b FH284122 Skimmer Gasket (2 required) $2.99
 3 FPP/85003900 Skimmer Basket $13.96
 4 FPP/85003200 *Weir (Skimmer Door) $35.73 
 5 FH284124 Retaining Screw $1.08
 6 FHP/SPX1090Z1A Screw Set Face Plate, Set of 8 $11.57 
 7 FPP/85002800 Vac Plate $6.90
 8 FPP/85002900 Vac Elbow $15.45
  FPP/85004700 Skimmer Lid $14.91

87

Ref# Part # Description Price

 1&2 CFP01-22-9417 Cap with O-Ring $49.95 
 2 CFP01-22-9926 Cap O-Ring $16.77 
 4 CFP01-22-9486  Pressure Relief Valve $6.27 
 5,6,7 CFP01-22-9446  Control Dial with O-Ring Kit $17.88 
 6,7 CFP01-22-9456  Control Dial O-Ring Set $7.27 
 8,9 CFP01-22-9946  Knob with O-Ring $3.63 
 18 CFP01-22-8870  Cap/Control Dial Tool $8.22 
 20 CFP01-22-9950  Large Tune-Up Kit* $28.78 
 21 CFP01-22-9970  Silicone Lubricant $4.48

This spa action fitting blends air and water, creating a high velocity, turbulent water 
stream. Easily attaches to all return fittings, especially Kayak.
FHSP14311 Jet Air Fitting   $32.95

Ref# Part # Description Price

 7 FHSP1022C Threaded Return Plug $1.95
 8 FH277604 Rubber Expansion Plug w/Wing Nut $2.50 
 9 FHSP1023 Return Fitting (Complete w/Gaskets) $7.95
 10 FH284123K Return Gaskets (Set of 3) $3.99 
 11 FHP/SPX1023B Locking Nut $5.47 
  FHSP1419D Directional Eye Flow (Not Shown), Optional $2.99

Ref# Description Price

FHP/WGX1048B Sealing Ring w/ Inserts $11.72
FHP/WGX1048E Anti Entrapment Cover w/ Screws $19.23
FHP/WGX1030Z2AM Screw Set for Sump w/ Inserts $3.79
FHP/SPX1039Z18 Screw Set (8) $8.86
FH284202 Bottom Drain Gasket (2 Req.) $2.99
FHP/SPX1051Z1 Bottom Drain Plug, 1-1/2” $3.23
FHWG1048AV Complete Main Drain $42.95

 Ref# Part # Description Price

 1 FHP/SPX1094B Skimmer Face Plate $16.03 
 2 FHP/SPX1094FA Skimmer Basket $9.55 
 3 FHP/SPX1094K *Weir (Skimmer Door) $18.02 
 4 FHSP1094D Skim-Vac Attachment $8.95 
 5 FH284124 Retaining Screw $1.08
 6a/b FH284122 Gasket (2 required) $2.99
 7 FHP/SPX1090Z1A Screw Set Face Plate, Set of 8 $11.57 
   FHP/SPX1094C Skimmer Cover $14.97
  FH274650 Complete Skimmer $58.95
  FH274500  Aquador Skimmer Closure System $24.95

In-Wall Skimmer  
1984 to Present

*Spring-loaded door with 
styrofoam on back.

In-Wall Skimmer  
1973 to 1984

*Solid door and pin construction.
*Complete unit is no longer available.

Pool Frog 
Replacement Parts

Return Fitting

Main Bottom Drain

Jet Air Fitting

ea.

ea.

ea.

*Large Tune-Up Kit 
includes Cap O-Ring, 
Control Dial O-Ring Set, 
Knob with O-Ring and 
Silicone Lubricant.
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Ball Valves and Plumbing Parts 

 Ref# Part # Description Price

2003 to Present
 1 PVCP/OV3-200-1 Knob—3 Port Valve $5.21
 2 PVCP/OV3-200-2 Handle—3 Port Valve $6.42
 3 PVCP/OV3-200-3 #14 x 3/4” Screw P.T. $1.39
 4 PVCP/OV3-200-4 Cover—3 Port Valve $4.34
 5 PVCP/E-116 O-Ring $.69
 6 PVCP/E-151 O-Ring $1.09
 7 PVCP/OV3-200-7 Rotor Assy—3 Port Valve $27.78
 8 PVCP/OV3-200-U Body—3 Port Valve 1-1/2” Union $41.67
 9 PVCP/N-231 O-Ring for Union $2.05
 10 PVCP/SU-150-10G 1-1/2” Socket for Union $3.80
 11 PVCP/SU-150-12G Nut for Union $4.50
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 Ref# Part # Description Price

 A MF214160 1-1/2” x 1-1/4” Insert Reducing Male Adapter $4.63 
 B MF214061 1-1/4” x 1-1/4” Insert Male Adapter $2.27 
 C MF274062 Backwash Fitting $2.19 
 D MF214180 1-1/2” Combination Elbow $8.18 
 E FTGAG-409-015 Street Elbow $5.35 
 F MF214020 1-1/2” Male to Female Elbow $5.61 
 G FTGAG-436-015 1-1/2” Male Adapter $1.99 
 H FTGAG-11/2x3TOE 1-1/2” Special Nipple  $2.55 
 I MF214002 1-1/2” Nipple (Used with Ball Valve) $1.99
 J MF214060 1-1/2” x 1-1/2” Insert Male Adapter $2.27 
 K MF214040 1-1/2” Insert Hose Coupling $2.27 
 L MF214041 1-1/4” Insert Hose Coupling $1.99 
 M MF214100 1-1/4” Insert Tee $4.64
 M1 MF214110 1-1/2” Insert Tee $5.54 
 N MF214080  1-1/4” Insert Elbow $2.77 
 N MF214004  1-1/2” Insert Elbow $3.62 
 O MF214003 1-1/2” x 1-1/4” Elbow $5.06 
 P MF194001 1-1/4” Wire Type Hose Clamp $.99 
 Q MF214201 1-1/2” Band Type Hose Clamp $.99 
 * FTGAG-429-015 1.5 Slip Coupling (to extend hose) $1.59 
 R MAG-HTST520-1/2 Teflon Tape 1/2” x 520” $2.19 
 S^ PHV1.5   Flex Pipe (Per Foot) $2.25 
 S^ PHV1.5FLEX50 Flex Pipe (50 Feet) $89.95 
 T MAG-74751 Pool Pro Combo Glue $9.60 
 U MAG-P6851 Pool Pro Primer (Clear) $9.27 
 * MHL327 Jack’s Multi-Lube $9.99
 * ACS-630CSL Magic Lube 1 oz. $4.99 
 * FSU111-185P Quick Disconnect $31.95
 * FPV150-903 Union 1.5 Slip $10.00
* Not Shown ^To be used with glue and primer.

Cycolac Ball 
Valve
The perfect choice for flow control! 
Quick “on-off” ball valve that will 
replace common gate valves. Easy 
to use, gives fast response and 
dependable sealing. Dial Handle 
provides instant visual reading of 
valve’s setting. No metal parts to corrode.

 Ref# Part # Description Price

 1 FHP/SPX0735D Handle 4 way $10.12 
 2 FHP/SPX0735F Stem $7.12
 3 FHP/SPX0735G O-Ring, Stem $1.85
 4 FHP/SPX0735GH O-Rings, End Connector and Stem $6.89 
 5 FHP/SPX0735E Assembly Nut $7.51
 6 FHP/SPX0735P2 Teflon Ball Seal, Set 2 $8.82 
 7 FHP/SPX0735B End Connector-Threaded $14.08 
  8 FHP/SPX0735C Ball $25.12
 9 FHSP0735 Complete Cycolac Ball Valve $59.95 

Pool 
Plumbing 
Parts

 Ref# Part # Description Price 

Prior to 2003
 2 PVCP/E115 O-Ring #2 $1.89
 3 PVCP/TU1503 Stem $4.20
 4 PVCP/3W1504 Body $37.80
 5 PVCP/3W1505T Ball-T $13.44
 6 PVCP/3W1506 Ball Seat $7.56
 7 PVCP/E129  O-Ring #7 $4.20
 8 PVCP/3W1508  Retainer Ring $10.08
 9 PVCP/E328  O-Ring #9 $8.60
 10 PVCP/E228  O-Ring #10 $4.20
 11 PVCP/TU15010  Slip Socket $9.50
 11a PVCP/TU15011  Threaded Socket $11.50
 12 PVCP/3W15012  Nut $7.52

3-Way Ball Valve
All openings are fully unionized for quick 
disconnect; true ball valve. High corrosion 
resistance, excellent flow characteristics, 
maintenance free. 

FPV0V3-1500U 
Retail $81.12  NOW $79.50

1234678
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Spring is in the air...
It's time to open your pool!


